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Abstract 
Teaching mythology is the very first attempt of teaching History in Greek primary 
educationέΝTheΝώistoryΝstudent’sΝbookΝofΝ theΝγrd grade is the only one that includes 
such information about mythology. The suggested teaching methods and the provided 
material are however issues to be discussed. Hoe important does it seem for a teacher 
to find further information besides the ones that are included in the book? Which is 
the best way to use all this material in order to create an interesting lesson? There is 
an attempt to give answers to all these questions such as the above mentioned. 
The most important issue however which is raised in this paper is the fact that the 
teacher should widen his research area and find creative activities in order to make his 
students active in the teaching process and thus widen the teaching outcomes as well. 
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Introduction 
In this paper there will be an attempt to present how the history book in the third 
gradeΝofΝύreekΝpublicΝprimaryΝeducationΝpresentsΝtheΝtopicΝ“εythology”έΝItΝshouldΝbeΝ
noted that Mythology is presented as part one out of the two (i.e. it covers half the 
material). That is why it is quite important for someone to deal with this issue. 
Furthermore the method of approach will be as follows. At first some general 
informationΝwillΝbeΝprovidedΝconcerningΝtheΝtermΝ“myth”ΝandΝmythologyΝinΝgeneralέΝ
On this part there will be an attempt to describe the relationship between mythology 
and history. As a result of that, the reason why mythology is part of a history book 
will be given. In addition in this part there will be some more details concerning the 
pedagogical area connected with the above mentioned. To be more specific some 
details will be given concerning the concept of interdisciplinary and the use of images 
in the course of a teaching process. 
On the next part a specific structure will be followed. There will be six chapters which 
will beΝnamedΝafterΝtheΝchaptersΝofΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookέΝTheΝtitlesΝareμΝ“TheΝcreation of 
theΝworld”,Ν“ώeracles”,Ν“Theseus”,Ν“TheΝArgonauticΝExpedition”,Ν“TheΝTrojanΝWar”Ν
andΝ“TheΝadventuresΝofΝτdysseus”έ 
Each chapter will have four subchapters with the followingΝ titlesμΝ “ύeneralΝ
Information”,Ν “TeachingΝ methods”,Ν “Iconographic evidence”Ν andΝ “WaysΝ ofΝ
Improving”έΝύeneralΝ informationΝwillΝ includeΝ informationΝ concerningΝ theΝ events of 
the myths that are included in the chapter and there will be an attempt to find some 
links to the Black Sea area (on the parts of course that the student’sΝbookΝallowsΝit)έΝ
Teaching methods will include the aims and general principles of the lesson as they 
areΝpresentedΝinΝtheΝcurriculumΝandΝtheΝteacher’sΝbookΝwhichΝareΝcurrentlyΝavailable 
onΝtheΝelectronicΝplatformΝofΝ“digitalΝschool”έΝIconographic evidence will include all 
theΝ imagesΝ ofΝ theΝ student’sΝ bookΝ andΝ willΝ beΝ describedΝ exactlyΝ theΝ wayΝ theyΝ areΝ
exhibited on the book. Finally, Ways of improving will include possible ways of 
improving the lesson even by making suggestions on the material itself, the aims of 
the lesson or even provide some specific activities that aid to that cause. At this point 
it is important to point out that not all the myths which are included in the book are 
relatedΝtoΝtheΝBlackΝSeaέΝTheΝmainΝmaterialΝofΝthisΝpaperΝisΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookέΝThusΝ
there will be a reference on the Black Sea only when the myths allow it. 
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After the second part is completed I will proceed to the conclusions. Last but not least 
and before moving on to the main body of the paperwork I should point out that for 
theΝ purposesΝ ofΝ thisΝ assignmentΝ IΝwillΝ dealΝ onlyΝwithΝ theΝ student’sΝ bookΝ andΝ toΝ beΝ
moreΝspecificΝwithΝtheΝmainΝtextΝofΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookΝdueΝtoΝlackΝofΝspaceέ 
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Meanings of Mythology and its part in history books 
It is quite difficult for somebody to define what exactly mythology is because it is an 
extremely wide term and the meaning of those wide terms could differ from time to 
time and from civilization to civilization. Schelling attempted to give a definition of 
mythology. He stated that “mythos is the story that narrates at a time when nobody 
could write yet and knowledge was transferred orally” (Mitta 1997, p. 36). Moreover 
Schelling emphasizes the fact that there are historical elements hidden inside the 
myths. He also believed that religion was not part of mythology at first but instead it 
was a later addition (Mitta 1997, p. 37, 39). To be more specific he defines mythology 
as the history of a group of people which could be either a personal narration or a 
narration by a group. Using the myths, these groups will be able to define themselves 
(Mitta 1997, p. 55 – 56). 
According to McClain however myth is “a subset of folklore rooted in explanation of 
natural phenomena or religious beliefs” (Kendal 1990, p. 29 – 32). In general 
however one could say that myths actually represent the human attempt to interpret 
the reality. Despite the fact that this interpretation is wrong, it gave mankind the 
opportunity to feel with confidence and deal with the development of ideologies 
concerning the societies (Dermitzakis 1987, p. 79).  
Furthermore, according to Nilsson, myths had an important role in the discovery of 
some of the most important centers of the Greek civilization such as Mycenae 
(Nilsson 1987, p. 49). Through myths Muller attempted to create a geographical map 
of mythology in order to understand the movement of populations during the ancient 
times and the reasons for it (Nilsson 1987, p. 52). 
As it was mentioned above, myths cannot be considered as a totally independent 
discipline from history. In fact mythology was considered to be history during ancient 
times mostly because historical elements were used in order to create all the various 
myths (Graf 2011, p. 174). That is why through the myths we can also inform 
ourselves partially in relation to the history of Greek cities and Greece in general 
(Calame 2007, p. 259). Finally it is important to point out that what drove people 
away from mythology was the development of rational thinking. That happened 
around the sixth century BC at Ionia when philosophy or sciences were born (Kirk 
1973, p. 238). 
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From all the above we can conclude to the fact that mythology is strongly related to 
history hence its inclusion in the history book of the third grade. Since however the 
purposeΝ ofΝ theΝ paperΝ isΝ toΝ focusΝ onΝ theΝ student’sΝ bookΝ andΝ howΝ theΝ informationΝ isΝ
exhibited it is important to keep in mind two important issues. The first one is the 
concept of interdisciplinary which was also indicated above through the geographical 
map. It is quite important for a teacher to follow that concept in order to make the 
lesson interesting for the students. History is very closely linked to Geography and 
those lessons could easily be combined. Interdisciplinary could also be achieved by 
combining the courses of language and History as well and to be more specific, 
Mythology as part of History. Jay Linksman for instance has suggested such ways that 
include letter writing, composition of a myth, creating a Mythology Newspaper or 
even a game based on Mythology. This is a very good way to motivate the students 
and assist them cultivate both their imagination and linguistic skills (Linksman 1983, 
pp. 46 – 47). 
Finally another important element to point out is the fact that most of the 
archaeologicalΝdataΝinΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookΝareΝpresentedΝinΝtheΝformΝofΝimagesέΝWhenΝ
somebody however wants to add a picture in a book he should also pay attention to its 
textual framework. In the subtitle of the picture for instance some elements of its 
identity should be given, such as the date, title, creator, museum of exhibition. There 
are four categories of pictures: the decorative (which has no link with the text), the 
representatives (which depict a specific scene), the narrative (which are strongly 
connected with the text) and the scientific (for which scientific evidence is provided 
in order to prove its authenticity) (Palikides 2008, p 325 – 334). 
Last but  not least, pictures are very important as part of the lesson because they 
provide great motivation to the students, suggest alternative ways of approaching the 
learning outcomes and minimize the problems of students with learning difficulties 
especially on the reading part. They also enhance the critical thinking, cultivate visual 
experiences,Ν illustrateΝpeople’sΝbeliefs and enhance visual literacy (i.e. the ability to 
observe pictures and be able to use their hidden messages) (Palikedes 2008, p322 – 
323). 
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The creation of the world 
General Information  
The firstΝ chapterΝ ofΝ theΝ student’sΝ bookΝ underΝ theΝ titleΝ “TheΝ creationΝ ofΝ theΝworld”Ν
focuses on the birth of the gods and goddesses and their characteristics. Hesiod 
provides us with lots of information about the creation of the world. As he points out, 
at first there was only Chaos. Gaia followed him who bore as her equal the starry sky, 
Ouranos. Together they created the Titans and Cyclopes (Kerenyi 2008, p.18). 
When her son Kronos came in power, he married Rhea and they gave birth to Hestia, 
Demeter, Hera, Hades, Poseidon and Zeus. But Kronos was afraid that one of his 
children would take his throne. Thus he devoured all of them. Rhea on the other hand 
did not want him to hurt her children. Therefore when Zeus was born she decided to 
hide him and gave Kronos a wrapped in swaddling clothes stone, instead of baby Zeus 
to swallow. When Zeus got stronger, he faced his father and set free his brothers and 
sisters (Kerenyi 2008, p.22 – 23). 
A war followed between the gods and the Titans that lasted for ten years according to 
Hesiod. It was impossible for this struggle to come to an end until the moment Gaia 
revealed to Gods the secret of victory. Following her advice, the Gods won and the 
Titans were enchained and thrown into Tartaros (Kerenyi 2008, p. 24 – 25). Another 
great battle followed for the Olympians who now faced the Gigantes. It would seem 
impossible for the Gods to win without enlisting the aid of lower powers (Kerenyi 
2008, p. 30). 
δaterΝ onΝ theΝ authorΝ ofΝ theΝ student’sΝ bookΝ enlistsΝ someΝ ofΝ theΝ characteristics of the 
gods and goddesses.  
Zeus: Zeus was born in Crete since his mother wanted to protect him from Kronos. 
ώomerΝgivesΝhimΝtheΝsurnameΝ“nephelegeretes”ΝwhichΝmeansΝthatΝheΝ“assembledΝtheΝ
clouds” (Kakridis 1986, p. 70)  Ombrios however appoints him theΝqualityΝofΝ“the god 
ofΝ theΝweather”Νwith surnames such as “theΝϊownpourer”Ν andΝ theΝ “theΝδightning”έΝ
ThisΝ qualityΝ howeverΝ isΝ notΝ wellΝ knownΝ toΝ theΝ publicέΝ ώeΝ wasΝ mostlyΝ calledΝ “theΝ
όather”ΝasΝheΝwasΝsupposedΝ toΝbeΝ theΝgodΝofΝhumanΝcommunitiesΝ (KerenyiΝ2008, p. 
116 – 117). 
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Poseidon: Poseidon was married to Amphitrite and was considered to be the ruler of 
the sea (Rispen 1988, p. 187 - 190). 
ApolloμΝApolloΝwasΝbornΝinΝϊelosέΝτneΝstoryΝpointΝoutΝthatΝPython,ΝoneΝofΝApollo’sΝ
greatest enemies, chased Leto in order to prevent his birth. That is why Apollo soon 
took vengeance and slew the dragon. Apollo was the god of music, light and 
divination (Kerenyi 2008, p. 133 – 135). 
Hephaistos: Hephaistos was born according to one version with his soles and heels 
turned back to front which gave him a walking difficulty (Kerenyi 2008, p. 155 – 
156). According to Homer, Hephaistos tried to help his mother against Zeus, the latter 
of whom threw him of the palace of the gods. He was soon connected with volcanoes 
and craftsmanship (Kakridis 1986, p. 190). 
ώermesμΝ ώermesΝ wasΝ theΝ messengerΝ ofΝ theΝ godsΝ andΝ Zeus’Ν cleverestΝ sonέΝ ώeΝ
accompanied the souls of the dead people in the underworld, hence the surname 
“Psychopompos”Ν(KerenyiΝβίίκ,ΝpέΝ1θ1,Ν1ιί)έ 
Ares: Ares was the god of war and in some stories he was married to Aphrodite. Some 
of the children that were attributed to them were Phobos and Deimos on the one hand 
and Eros and Anteros on the other hand (Kerenyi 2008, p. 71). 
Dionysos: Dionysos was the god of wine and feast. He was also called Bakchos and 
was strongly connected with the Eleusinian Mysteries (Kerenyi 2008, p. 274). 
ώeraμΝώeraΝwasΝZeus’Νwife,ΝmotherΝofΝtheΝgodsΝand queen of the world (Kerenyi 2008, 
p. 151). 
Aphrodite: Aphrodite was the goddess of love and beauty. She was born by emerging 
from the foaming sea, hence her name (Kerenyi 2008, p.69). 
Athena: according to one story of Hesiod, Zeus gave birth to Athena from his head 
because he had swallowed her mother Metis, since he feared that she would give birth 
to another child, stronger than him. She was the goddess of wisdom (Kerenyi 2008, p. 
119). 
Demeter: Demeter was the goddess of agriculture and wheat and she was the mother 
of Persephoni. Hades fell in love with Persephoni and asked Zeus to marry her. He 
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eventually kidnapped her and Persephoni was obliged to live three months with Hades 
and the rest nine months with Demeter (Graves 1955, p. 87 – 88). 
Artemis: Artemis was the goddess of hunting and sister of Apollo. Her companions 
were only nine years old, the age at which girls entered the service of Artemis until 
they were nubile (Kakridis 1986, p. 160) 
Estia: EstiaΝwasΝ theΝ protectorΝ ofΝ people’sΝ home,Ν theΝ soΝ calledΝ “estia”έΝ SheΝwasΝ theΝ
only goddess who never took part in battles and arguments. She protected everyone 
who begged for sanctuary (Graves 1955, p. 65). 
 
Finally the chapter concludes with the story of Prometheus and his great gift to 
mankind. 
Prometheus was connected with the Titan race of Iapetos. His name can be interpreted 
asΝ“theΝforesighted”ΝorΝ“theΝprovident”έΝεankindΝwasΝsupposedΝ toΝbeΝatΝ theΝedgeΝofΝ
extinction. Thus Prometheus found the flame in the workshop of Hephaistos. Another 
tale states that he lit a torch at the Sun’sΝwheelέΝInΝorderΝtoΝsaveΝmankind,ΝPrometheusΝ
took the flame to people and taught them how to use it by melting metals and creating 
tools. Zeus became very angry at him and decided to punish him because he delivered 
to mankind knowledge that was used only byΝtheΝgodsέΝAccordingΝtoΝ“Prometheus,ΝtheΝ
BringerΝofΝfire”ΝbyΝAeschylus,ΝheΝwas bound for thirty thousand years at the highest 
point of the Caucasus, which is located in the eastern part of the Black Sea. Zeus 
ordered Hephaistos to nail him there with some special chains. Every single day he 
was attacked by an eagle that devoured his immortal liver which grew again during 
theΝ nightέΝ Zeus’Ν intentionΝ wasΝ toΝ punishΝ PrometheusΝ forΝ eternityέΝ ItΝ wasΝ ώeraclesΝ
however who liberated him (Kerenyi 2008, p. 220 – 222). 
Zeus decided that humans had to be punished as well. Thus he ordered Hephaistos to 
create a woman out of sand and water. Her name was Pandora. She was given a great 
vessel which contained every form of evil. Pandora, filled with curiosity, opened the 
vessel and released evil to the world such as hate, wars, hunger and illness. At the 
bottom of the vessel however there was also Hope which gave people the courage to 
continue with their lives (Kerenyi 2008, p. 216 – 218). 
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Teaching methods 
The teaching methods and general principles of this chapter will be presented 
according to the curriculum andΝ teacher’sΝ bookΝ as provided by the Ministry of 
EducationΝthroughΝtheΝplatformΝofΝ“digitalΝschool”έ TheΝchapterΝ“TheΝcreationΝofΝtheΝ
world”Ν isΝ dividedΝ intoΝ ζΝ subchaptersΝ whichΝ includeΝ “Titanomachy”,Ν “ύodsΝ ofΝ theΝ
τlympus”,Ν“ύoddessesΝofΝtheΝτlympus”ΝandΝ“Prometheus,ΝPandora,ΝϊeukalionasΝandΝ
Purra”έ 
Titanomachy 
According to the curriculum (p.188) the general aim of the lesson is the students to 
become familiar with the myth of Titanomachy because people used that myth in 
order to interpret the creation of the world. Furthermore they must realize to some 
extent the need of the people to find out the secrets hidden behind the creation. Finally 
they must becomeΝ familiarΝ withΝ termsΝ suchΝ asΝ “myth”,Ν “Titanomachy” and 
“ύigantomachy”Ν(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝβί)έΝ 
εoreoverΝaccordingΝtoΝteacher’sΝbook,Ν theΝteacherΝshouldΝproceedΝtoΝtheΝlessonΝfirstΝ
byΝ providingΝ someΝ informationΝ forΝ triggeringΝ theΝ student’sΝ mindsΝ onΝ theΝ lesson’sΝ
topic. Later on he could suggest the children to look at the pictures in order to 
understand how myths have become a very attractive topic for artists of all times both 
ancient and modern. Finally it is suggested that the teacher should tell the myth and 
laterΝaskΝtheΝchildrenΝtoΝtellΝitΝthemselvesΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝββ)έ 
Gods of the Olympus 
According to the curriculum (p.188) the aim of the lesson is the children to become 
familiar with the Gods of the Olympus and the special characteristics that people gave 
them. Furthermore they must understand that Gods had human characteristics. They 
must also get to know myths that people created about their everyday life and the 
needΝtheyΝfeltΝtoΝworshipΝtheΝύodsΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝβζ)έΝInΝaddition,ΝitΝis suggested 
in general that the lesson should be made by continuous questions raised by the 
teacher in order for the students to understand the material and make a connection 
withΝtheΝpresentΝdayΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝβη)έ 
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Goddesses of the Olympus 
According to the curriculum (p.188) the aim of the lesson is the students to become 
familiar with the myths about the Goddesses of Olympus and the human 
characteristicsΝtheyΝwereΝgivenΝtoΝthemέΝTheΝteacher’sΝbookΝpointsΝoutΝthatΝtheΝaimsΝofΝ
this lesson are similar to the previous one concerning the Gods of Olympus (teacher’sΝ
book, p.26). Furthermore the teacher must proceed to the lesson by raising the 
questions which are written at the end of the chapter and ask the children to take a 
look at the pictures and see theΝdifferentΝwaysΝofΝdepictionsΝ(teacher’sΝbook,Νpέβι)έ 
Promytheus, Pandora, Deukalionas and Purra 
According to the curriculum (p. 188), the students must gain knowledge about the 
myths that are described on this chapter and realize the great offer Prometheus made 
to the people. It is also suggested that the teacher should proceed by raising questions 
about the use of fire in order to make an introduction and create discussion with the 
studentsΝonΝtheΝtopicΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝβκ)έ 
 
Iconographic evidence  
In this chapter the iconographic evidence of the book will be presented exactly the 
wayΝtheyΝareΝexhibitedέΝTheΝ“ωreationΝofΝtheΝworld”ΝisΝdividedΝinΝζΝsubchaptersΝwhichΝ
includeΝ “Titanomachy”,Ν “ύodsΝ ofΝ theΝτlympus”,Ν “ύoddessesΝ ofΝ theΝτlympus”Ν andΝ
“Prometheus,ΝPandora,ΝϊeukalionasΝandΝPurra”έ 
Titanomachy 
“TitanomachyΝincludesΝfiveΝpicturesΝ(includingΝtheΝoneΝofΝtheΝintroductoryΝtext)έΝTheΝ
first picture depicts Gaia in a red figure vessel with no further information provided 
(student’sΝ book,Ν pέΝ ι)έΝ TheΝ second pictureΝ depictsΝ “ReaΝ givingΝ aΝ stoneΝ toΝKronos”έΝ
From the picture we can realize that this is a sculpted work but again no further 
informationΝ isΝ providedΝ (student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝ κ)έΝTheΝ thirdΝpicture depicts Atlas in an 
ancient Greek black figure vessel, as itΝisΝexplainedΝfromΝtheΝauthorΝ(student’sΝbook,Ν
p. 10). This comes in contrast with another depiction of Atlas in a modern time 
sculptureΝ (student’sΝ book,Ν pέΝ 1ί)έΝ όinallyΝ theΝ chapterΝ endsΝwithΝ aΝ sculptedΝworkΝ ofΝ
Athena fighting Egkelados.  
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That picture is the only one in the chapter with some information about its origin. To 
beΝ moreΝ specificΝ asΝ itΝ isΝ writtenΝ belowμΝ “ThisΝ isΝ partΝ ofΝ theΝ representationΝ ofΝ
Gigantomachy in the ancient templeΝofΝAthenaΝinΝAcropolis” (student’s book, p. 10). 
InΝ“Titanomachy”Νno information is given concerning neither the dating nor the origin 
of the works presented in the pictures. The titles of the pictures include only a 
description of what is depicted exactly the way I explained above. 
Gods of the Olympus 
“ύodsΝofΝtheΝτlympus”ΝbeginΝwithΝsevenΝpicturesΝthatΝdepictΝsevenΝgodsΝofΝτlympusέΝ
These are Zeus (red figure vessel), Poseidon (sculpture), Apollo (sculpture), 
Hephestos (red figure vessel), Hermes (sculpture), Ares (black figure vessel) and 
Dionysos (black figure vessel) (student’sΝ book,Ν pέΝ 11)έΝ The students are able to 
understand who is depicted merely from the fact that a short descriptive text is 
provided next to the pictures. On the next page we find a depiction of Apollo playing 
hisΝguitarΝwhichΝcomesΝfromΝanΝ“ancientΝύreekΝvessel”ΝasΝitΝisΝwrittenέΝτnΝpageΝ1γΝofΝ
theΝstudent’sΝbookΝweΝfindΝfourΝpicturesέΝTheΝfirstΝdepictsΝZeusΝholdingΝaΝscepterΝandΝaΝ
thunder in a red figure vessel. Moving on Hermes is holding a kyrikeion again in a red 
figure vessel. On the third picture we find Poseidon in an ancient Greek sculpture next 
to a modern time sculpture of Apollo. 
Once again in this chapter no information is provided about the dating or the origin of 
theΝ worksέΝ Ν SomeΝ ofΝ themΝ includeΝ inΝ theirΝ titlesΝ theΝ wordsΝ “ύreek”,Ν “ancient” or 
“modern”ΝwithΝnoΝmoreΝdetailsΝprovidedέ 
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Goddesses of the Olympus 
“ύoddessesΝ ofΝ theΝ τlympus”Ν beginΝ withΝ lessΝ picturesΝ depictingΝ goddessesΝ thatΝ theΝ
previousΝchapterΝofΝtheΝgodsέΝτnΝpageΝ1ηΝofΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookΝweΝfindΝtheΝsculptureΝ
heads of Hera, Aphrodite and Demeter. Here too, a short descriptive text about each 
goddess is provided. A black figure vessel follows depicting the birth of Athena from 
Zeus’ΝheadΝ(fromΝanΝancientΝύreekΝvesselΝasΝitΝisΝwritten)έΝτnΝpageΝ1θΝofΝtheΝstudent’sΝ
book we meet various pictures depicting Demeter, Triptolemos and Persephoni (a 
sculpted work), Hera, Artemis and Hestia (on red figure vessels) and the birth of 
Aphrodite on a sculpted work. The latter is accompanied with a short description 
whichΝincludesμΝ“twoΝfemaleΝfiguresΝareΝhelpingΝAphroditeΝtoΝcomeΝoutΝfromΝtheΝsea”έΝ
PageΝ 1ιΝ includesΝ aΝmodernΝ timeΝ pictureΝwithΝ theΝ birthΝ ofΝAphroditeΝwithΝώesiod’sΝ
explanation about the name of the goddess. Later on we find a sculpted work of 
Demeter and Persephoni with no information aboutΝtheΝpictureΝatΝallΝ(student’sΝbook,Ν
p. 17). Last but not least, on page 18 of the book we find an ancient Greek relief 
depicting Athena. 
The author continues not to explain where or when the works are from. The only 
citation he provides concerns Hesiod and his interpretation of the name Aphrodite. 
Prometheus, Pandora, Deukalionas and Purra 
The final chapter of the creation of the world provides us with only two pictures. The 
first one depicts Prometheus getting bitten by an eagle (black figure vessel) as ti is 
depicted below and the other one depicts Pandora and her box on a work of modern 
time. 
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AsΝ itΝ isΝ clear,Ν theΝ entireΝ chapterΝ “TheΝ creationΝ ofΝ theΝworld”Ν includesΝ picturesΝ bothΝ
from ancient and modern times. The author has decided not to provide further details 
about the origin and dating of the works. In a few situations he decides to give a 
descriptive text as part of the subtitle which however does not inform the students 
about anything more of what is depicted. 
 
Ways of Improving 
The most important issue when approaching a chapter which must be taught is first to 
trigger the student’sΝmindsέΝ AsΝ itΝ wasΝmentionedΝ aboveΝ inΝ relationΝ toΝ theΝ teachingΝ
methods the teacher was advised to raise questions while he is narrating the myths of 
this chapter.  
Raising questions however is not the only method. The teacher could at first trigger 
their minds in order to realize what their knowledge on the topic is. According to the 
answers he receives he must proceed with the goal to build the new knowledge on the 
already established one. An interesting way to do that is to present them at first 
various pictures that depict the creation of the world not necessarily the ones that are 
includedΝonΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookέΝΝTheΝchildrenΝshouldΝbeΝableΝtoΝidentifyΝtheΝtopicΝthey 
are about to discuss by now. Another way to recognize their preexisted knowledge is 
the method of brainstorming. The teacher should write the topic on the board and 
write down every single thought that comes to their minds which could be useful for 
the narration of the story. 
After completing this first step, he could proceed with the myths which are described 
inΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookέΝInΝorderΝforΝchildrenΝtoΝdeeplyΝunderstandΝtheΝtopicsΝandΝissuesΝ
that are raised, the teacher could visualize the entire lesson. He can find more 
Iconographic evidence (i.e. images with vases and sculptures that depict the various 
scenes that are narrated.). Moreover it is quite difficult for the children to understand 
the genealogical lines between the gods and goddesses. The diagram on page 9 of the 
student’sΝbookΝseemsΝ toΝbeΝquiteΝhelpfulΝ forΝ thatέΝTheΝ teacherΝhoweverΝcouldΝcreateΝ
his own concept map with the assistance of his students as a teamwork task using 
pictures in order to represent each god or goddess with an appropriate textual 
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framework accompanying it which can include their names and their special 
characteristics. This new map should remain in the classroom in order to be advised 
when necessary, even on the following chapters since these relations will always be 
an issue throughout the entire mythological lessons. 
Another important issue to take into account is the concept of interdisciplinary. 
History can be combined with other scientific topics that are included in the 
curriculum of primary education. One of them is geography. On this chapter no map 
is appeared. It is quite difficult for children to realize where all these events took place 
without using any map. Therefore the teacher should bring a map in order to locate 
the places that are mentioned. Through this task it will be much easier to understand 
that not all events took part in the Helladic area. To be more specific the myth of 
Prometheus ended up with him being punished in the Caucasus which is located in the 
Black Sea. Without using any map it would seem impossible for the children to make 
that connection and realize that the Greek civilization managed to spread all around 
the then known world.  
After having understood the myths the teacher could ask the children to work in teams 
in order to present one of the myths of this chapter. Besides the presentation of the 
facts they should also find information about how influential these stories were both 
for the ancient and the modern world and especially the artistic one. There are many 
artistic works that can be found on that, including paintings, sculptures or even 
literary ones such as poems. In relation to the artistic world, another interesting way 
for children to become much more familiar with the special characteristics of each 
godΝandΝgoddessΝisΝtoΝorganizeΝandΝpresentΝaΝroleΝgameΝwithΝtheΝteacher’sΝassistanceέΝ
They could present one of the scenes that are described in the book and make their 
own additions as well. Of course they will be the actors since each one of them will 
have to personify one god. This activity will enhance their imagination and realize the 
close relation between gods and humans and how similar their characters were.  
By following these simple steps it is quite certain that the lesson will become much 
more interesting for the students. By making their own research and being kept active 
throughout the entire teaching process, they are given the opportunity to identify both 
the facts of the myths and the issues they raise. Furthermore using lots of images 
along with their attempt to interpret them, their visual literacy is enhanced. Of course 
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something like that would most likely be extremely difficult for the teacher because it 
is not easy for a child of that age to find the hidden messages of an image. If they 
practice however they will become better as time passes by. In addition, their research 
skills will be developed because there are asked to make their own research either on 
an individual level or and most preferable on a teamwork level which will enhance 
their social skills as well. Finally, their critical way of thinking is also enhanced 
through these methods because in order to fulfill the tasks they must be able to 
identify which of the information they found are actually useful for their presentation. 
Heracles 
General Information  
Heracles is one of the most emblematic heroes of the Greek mythology. During his 
life he achieved many things including the twelve labours, the sack of Troy and the 
foundation of many cities and sanctuaries. He was one of the first heroes to have 
obtained pan Hellenic fame and his achievements made him well known worldwide 
(Larson 2009, p.31). For the purposes of this paper however we will deal with his 
birth,ΝlaboursΝandΝdeathΝsinceΝtheseΝtopicsΝareΝmentionedΝinΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookέΝεanyΝ
things about Heracles are known to usΝthroughΝώomer’sΝIliadΝ(δarson 2009, p. 32). 
Heracles was bornΝ inΝ ThebesΝ alongΝ withΝ hisΝ twinΝ brotherΝ IphiklesέΝ Iphikles’Ν son,Ν
Iolaos,ΝwasΝsaidΝtoΝbeΝώeracles’ΝfavoriteΝcompanionέΝώeraΝwasΝextremelyΝjealousΝandΝ
decided to kill Heracles. When he was still a baby she sent two serpents to devour the 
babies. Heracles managed to catch them and strangled them. During his life he had 
many instructors such as Amphytrion, Eurytos, Castor, Autolykos, Lenos and so on 
(Kerenyi 1997, p. 131 – 139). 
After harming his wife and children, Heracles went to Delphi Oracle. He was told that 
in order to be redeemed he had to serve his cousin Eurystheus who demanded some 
labours. The first labour was to kill the Nemean Lion. Nemea valley was located 
under the Mount Apesas. There a lion had his lair and made the entire region unsafe. 
According to one story the lion was the son of the serpent goddess Echidna. It is clear 
from every story ofΝ theΝ lion’sΝ origin,Ν thatΝ noΝ weaponΝ couldΝ woundΝ itέΝ ώeraclesΝ
approached the area and bade him for days. He soon realized that he could not harm it 
and thus it had to be a wrestling battle. He struggled with the lion for a long time and 
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managed to kill it. It is said that when Heracles returned the beast to Eurystheus, the 
latter was so scared that he created a bronze vessel in order to hide whenever he felt in 
danger (Kerenyi 1997, p. 140 – 143). 
In the lake Lerna, another creature lived, Hydra. Hydra was a creature with many 
heads which were impossible to count due to the variety of the stories. But only the 
middle head was immortal. Every time Heracles cut off one head, two more were 
created. Soon however he realized that if he burned the heads, then no new ones 
would be created. Thus he managed to kill Hydra and bury her immortal head (Graves 
1955, p. 469 – 471). 
Mount Erymanthos is located in the north – western corner of Arkadia. Heracles was 
sent there to bring the boar. He managed to drive it away from its lair to the snow of 
the heights and caught it in a snair. He then carried it on his shoulders all the way 
back to Mycenae and made Eurystheus hide in his vessel from fear (Kakrides 1986, p. 
98 – 99). 
Heracles then went to the mountains of Arkadia to bring to Eurystheus the deer with 
the golden antlers which was supposed to be of divine nature and belonged to 
Artemis. Heracles followed it for a whole year because he had to capture it neither kill 
it nor hurt it. He indeed managed to capture it and later on set it free as he promised to 
Artemis (Kakrides 1986, p. 39). 
Later on he went to the lake Stymphalos, close to Korinthos, in order to face the 
Stymphalian birds. These were man eating birds with sharp feathers. He used a bronze 
rattle and drove them away to the island of Ares in the Black Sea. As a proof of his 
deed, Heracles brought back to Mycenae some of the deadly birds (Kerenyi 1997, p. 
150 – 151). His next labour brought him on the west coast of Peloponnesus. Augeias, 
kingΝofΝElisΝ andΝ sonΝofΝώelios,Ν ruledΝoverΝ theΝ regionέΝTheΝhero’sΝ taskΝwasΝ toΝ cleanΝ
Augeias’Ν stablesΝ inΝ aΝ singleΝ dayέΝAnotherΝ storyΝ pointsΝ outΝ thatΝ itΝwasΝAugeiasΝwhoΝ
asked him to complete the task in one day and Heracles would receive part of his 
kingdomΝasΝpayment,ΝotherwiseΝheΝwouldΝbecomeΝAugeias’ΝslaveέΝώeraclesΝfulfilledΝ
his task by creating some ditches which allowed water to flow and cleaned the stables 
(Kerenyi 1997, p. 151 – 153). 
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For his next labour, Heracles had to travel to Thrace in order to bring the dangerous 
horses of king Diomedes back to Mycenae. Diomedes was the son of Ares and king of 
the Thracian tribe of the Bistones who were located on the wider region of the 
western Black Sea. It is said that Heracles in order to tame the horses threw their 
master to them (Kerenyi 1997, p. 154 – 156). Most accounts however point out that 
Heracles was first sent to Crete in order to get the bull of Minos. It was supposed that 
Minos was in possession of the bull while he should not have been. According to the 
story Heracles threw a rope to the beast in order to capture it and hit it with his club 
(Kakrides 1986, p. 47). 
One of his labours was to face the Amazons themselves who were living in the Black 
Sea. Amazons were warlike women who chose to raise only their female children. 
They were very experienced with the bow and spear. During their fight, Heracles 
killed Hippolyte, the Amazon queen, and took the girdle from her dead body (Graves 
1955, p. 486 - 493). In order for Heracles to take the cattle of Geryoneus, he had to 
cross Okeanos and reach the island Erutheia. The cattle was guarded by a dog named 
Orthos. Geryoneus was a tripled body monster but Heracles managed to face both of 
them and bring the cattle back to Eurystheus (Kerenyi 1997, p. 163 – 167). 
Eurystheus then asked Heracles to bring the Hound of Hades, Kerberos. That dog 
stood on guard to the gate of Hades on the Acheron. He managed to choke the dog 
until he yielded, put chains around him and brought him to Mycenae (Kerenyi 1997, 
p. 177 – 181). Finally one of his last labours was to bring the golden apples of the 
Hesperides. During his journey he set Prometheus free from the Caucasus. While he 
got there, he came across with Atlas who was holding the heavens. Atlas agreed to 
help him as long as he would hold the heavens in the meantime. The Titan did bring 
the apples but was unwilling to keep holding the sky. Then Heracles managed to 
deceive him in order to take the apples and force Atlas to hold the heavens (Kerenyi 
1997, p. 172 – 175). 
Free from the labours Heracles married Deianeira. These two once met centaur 
Nessos. Nessos wanted to keep Deianeira for himself. As a result Heracles killed him. 
While he was dying, he gave Deianeira a robe with his poisoned blood, telling her that 
if Heracles wore it, he would always love her. Deianeira sought an opportunity and 
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gave him the poisoned robe. Heracles tried to tear it away but he was unable to do so 
and thus he died (Kerenyi 1997, p. 201 – 202). 
 
Teaching Methods  
The teaching methods and general principles of this chapter will be presented 
according to the curriculum and the teacher’sΝ bookΝ as provided by the Ministry of 
EducationΝ throughΝ theΝ platformΝ ofΝ “digitalΝ school”έ “ώeracles”Ν isΝ dividedΝ inΝ sevenΝ
subchaptersΝwithΝ theΝ followingΝ titlesμΝ “TheΝbirthΝofΝώeracles”,Ν “TheΝσemeanΝδion”,Ν
“TheΝδernaeanΝώydraΝandΝ theΝErymanthianΝboar”,Ν“TheΝdeerΝwithΝ theΝgoldenΝhorns,Ν
theΝStymphalianΝbirdsΝandΝtheΝStablesΝofΝAugeias”,Ν“εoreΝlabours”,Ν“TheΝcaptureΝofΝ
ωerberusΝandΝtheΝgoldenΝapplesΝofΝώesperides”ΝandΝ“TheΝendΝofΝώeracles”έ 
The birth of Heracles 
According to the curriculum (p.189) the students must become familiar with the 
myths concerning the life and labours of Heracles. They must also realize the divine 
origin of Heracles, his physical and internal characteristics and the fact that he is a 
person who prefers to follow the difficult but moral way than the easy and immoral 
oneέΝόurthermoreΝ theyΝmustΝunderstandΝ theΝύods’ΝattitudeΝ towardsΝ theΝheroέΝόinallyΝ
the students must be able to deal with terms such as “myth”,Ν “hero”Ν andΝ “labour”Ν
(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέβλΝ– 30). The teaching methods that are suggested include raising 
questions on behalf of the teacher in order to trigger the students. After that, the 
teacher should describe the material and later ask the students to do the same 
(teacher’sΝbook,Νpέγβ)έ 
The Nemean Lion 
The students should understand the myth that is described and the meaning of terms 
such as “labour” and “hero” (curriculum, p. 189). Furthermore the students must be 
able to realize how much Heracles cared about the environment since he deals with 
monsters that causedΝenvironmentalΝ problemsΝ (teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝ γγ)έΝ InΝ relationΝ toΝ
the teaching methods as it is pointed out it is quite important to raise various questions 
concerningΝtheΝtopicΝandΝtheΝdescriptionΝofΝtheΝmythΝbyΝtheΝteacherΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝ
34). 
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The Lernaean Hydra and the Erymanthian boar 
According to the curriculum (p.189) the students must become familiar with the myth. 
In addition another aim is to realize that this hero was so important for the people that 
his stories became well known worldwide and lasted through the centuries. Finally, it 
is quite vital to understand the significance of teamwork just the way it happened 
betweenΝ ώeraclesΝ andΝ IolaosΝ (teacher’sΝ book,Ν pέΝ γζ)έΝ InΝ relationΝ toΝ theΝ teachingΝ
methods it is suggested once again to raise questions, create dialogue on the myth and 
focusΝonΝtheΝpicturesΝofΝtheΝbookΝthatΝillustrateΝsuchΝteamworkΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝγη)έ 
The deer with the golden horns, the Stymphalian birds and the Stables of Augeias 
The only addition related to the aims of the lesson in the curriculum is to admire 
ώeracles’Ν morality,Ν kindnessΝ andΝ superiorityΝ (curriculum,Ν pέ1κλ)έΝ Teacher’sΝ bookΝ
seems to be more detailed on this topic. To be more specific, the students must make 
comparisonsΝ betweenΝ theΝ laboursΝ andΝpeople’sΝ attempt of today to make their lives 
easierΝ byΝ cleaningΝ theΝwatersΝ andΝ controllingΝ theΝ rivers’Ν flowέΝεoreoverΝ theyΝmustΝ
understand the important role of the hero in the establishment of the Olympic Games 
(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝγη)έΝόinallyΝitΝisΝsuggestedΝthatΝtheΝteacher should take advantage 
of the questions which are written on the book and allow the children to compare 
people’sΝlivesΝduringΝthe ancientΝandΝmodernΝtimesΝ(teacher’sΝbook,Νpέγθ)έΝ 
More labours 
On this chapter the curriculum does not add any further aims than the ones that were 
mentionedΝ aboveέΝ TheΝ teacher’sΝ bookΝ onΝ theΝ otherΝ handΝ stateΝ thatΝώeraclesΝ hadΝ anΝ
important role in imposing social and moral order in groups like the Amazons and 
punishingΝ creaturesΝ likeΝϊiomedesΝ (teacher’sΝ book,Ν pέΝ γθ)έΝAsΝ forΝ the lesson itself, 
once again the author asks the teachers to use the questions of the book in accordance 
withΝsomeΝofΝtheΝpicturesΝthatΝareΝexhibitedΝ(teacher’sΝbook,Νpέγι)έ 
The capture of Cerberus and the golden apples of Hesperides 
Once again the curriculum includes all the previous aims. It ends however with the 
fact that the students should become familiar not only with the myths themselves but 
with their hidden messages as well (curriculum, p. 189). Additionally they must look 
at Heracles as the protector of moral and social order and punisher of the unjust 
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(teacher’sΝbook,Νpέγι)έΝτnceΝagainΝitΝisΝsuggestedΝtoΝfollowΝtheΝquestionsΝofΝtheΝbookΝ
which give the students the opportunity to observe the pictures and find traces of 
mythology in modern times (teacher’sΝbook,Νpέγκ)έ 
The end of Heracles 
The curriculum does not add anything further in relation to the aims of the lesson 
since it is stated that they are the same as the ones of the previous chapters. The 
teacher’sΝ bookΝ howeverΝ providesΝ usΝ withΝ moreΝ informationέΝ AsΝ itΝ isΝ writtenΝ theΝ
children must perceive the fact that Heracles was awarded for his labours and his 
morality and understand that something like that could happen to anyone who follows 
a similar path. Heracles could also work as a model for the next generations which in 
fact he did since so many centuries later people still refer to his name and learn about 
hisΝ laboursΝ (teacher’sΝbook,Νpέγκ)έΝδastΝ butΝnotΝ least,Ν theΝ teacherΝ isΝ advisedΝ toΝ raiseΝ
questionsΝ andΝ createΝ aΝ dialogueΝ inΝ orderΝ forΝ theΝ childrenΝ toΝ understandΝ ώeracles’Ν
worldwide fameΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝγλ)έΝ 
Iconographic evidence  
In this chapter the iconographic evidence of the book will be presented exactly the 
wayΝtheyΝareΝexhibitedέΝ“ώeracles”ΝisΝdividedΝinΝsevenΝsubchaptersΝwithΝtheΝfollowingΝ
titlesμΝ “TheΝ birthΝ ofΝώeracles”,Ν “TheΝσemeanΝ δion”,Ν “TheΝ δernaeanΝώydraΝ andΝ theΝ
ErymanthianΝboar”,Ν“TheΝdeerΝwithΝtheΝgoldenΝhorns,Ν theΝStymphalianΝbirdsΝandΝtheΝ
StablesΝofΝAugeias”,Ν“εoreΝlabours”,Ν“TheΝcaptureΝofΝωerberusΝandΝtheΝgoldenΝapplesΝ
ofΝώesperides”ΝandΝ“TheΝendΝofΝώeracles”έ 
 
The birth of Heracles 
“TheΝbirthΝofΝώeracles”ΝhasΝsevenΝpicturesΝ(includingΝtheΝoneΝofΝtheΝintroductoryΝtext)έΝ
TheΝ firstΝoneΝdepictsΝώeraclesΝ andΝAthenaΝ inΝaΝ redΝ figureΝvesselΝ (student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝ
21). On the next page there is a sculpture of Heracles with no description. Later on we 
findΝaΝmodernΝ timeΝpaintingΝwithΝ theΝcreationΝofΝ theΝύalaxyΝasΝ itΝ isΝ titledΝ(student’sΝ
book, p. 23). The next picture depicts the hero killing the two snakes on a red figure 
vesselΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝβζ)έΝThisΝpictureΝisΝaccompanied with a short text describing 
the persons depicted on it. Later on there is a fragmented picture of Heracles at a 
youngΝageΝonΝaΝredΝfigureΝvesselΝandΝaΝsculptureΝofΝώeraclesΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝβζ)έΝ
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Finally the chapter ends with a modern time painting of the hero at the crossroad of 
AretiΝandΝKakiaΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝβη)έ 
The Nemean Lion 
This chapter has only two pictures. The first one depicts Heracles fighting the 
σemeanΝδionΝinΝaΝblackΝfigureΝvesselΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝβθ)ΝandΝtheΝotherΝoneΝshowsΝ
him wearingΝtheΝδion’sΝskinΝinΝaΝredΝfigureΝvesselΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝβι)έ 
The Lernaean Hydra and the Erymanthian boar 
This chapter also includes two pictures. The first one shows Heracles and Iolaos 
killing the Lernaean Hydra on a red figure vessel (student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝβκ) as it is shown 
in the picture below and the other one depicts Heracles bringing the Erymanthian boar 
to EurystheusΝonΝaΝblackΝfigureΝvesselΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝβλ)έ 
 
The deer with the golden horns, the Stymphalian birds and the Stables of Augeias 
The first picture of this chapter concerns a red figure vessel that presents Heracles 
assistedΝbyΝIolaosΝandΝtheΝdeerΝofΝArtemisΝ(student’sΝbook,Νpέγί)έΝδaterΝon,ΝonΝtheΝnextΝ
page, we find a black figure vessel with Heracles and the Stymphalian birds. Finally, 
on page 32 of the student’sΝbookΝweΝfindΝaΝreliefΝofΝtheΝhero cleaning the Stables of 
Augeias with the assistance of Athena. There is a small descriptive text next to it 
which informs us that this sculpture comes from the temple of Zeus in Olympia. 
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More labours 
TheΝ chapterΝ “εoreΝ labours”Ν includesΝ fiveΝ picturesέΝ TheΝ firstΝ oneΝ depictsΝ ώeraclesΝ
catchingΝtheΝωretanΝbullΝonΝaΝblackΝfigureΝvesselΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝγγ)έΝτnceΝagainΝ
on a black figure vessel we find him with theΝhorsesΝofΝϊiomedesΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝ
34). On the next page there are three pictures. The first one shows Heracles and 
Amazons on a red figure vessel as it is shown in the picture below. Next to that, on a 
black figure vessel we find Heracles and Gereonis. Finally, on a red figure vessel we 
can see Heracles travelling with the cup of Helios. 
 
The capture of Cerberus and the golden apples of Hesperides 
This chapter has two pictures. The first one depicts Eurystheus, Cerberus and 
Heracles on an ancient ύreekΝ vesselΝ (student’sΝ book,Ν pέΝ γθ)Ν andΝ theΝ otherΝ oneΝ isΝ aΝ
sculpture from the temple of Zeus in Olympia as it is mentioned from the author. Here 
Heracles is depicted holding the sky and Atlas bringing him the golden apples 
(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝγι)έΝ 
The end of Heracles 
This final chapter begins with a red figure vessel showing Heracles, Deianeira and 
ωentaurΝσessosΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝγκ)έΝTheΝnextΝpageΝhasΝanotherΝredΝfigureΝvesselΝ
with Athena guiding Heracles to Olympus and a map with the places Heracles has 
beenΝ toέΝόinallyΝonΝpageΝζίΝofΝ theΝ student’sΝbookΝ thereΝ isΝ aΝ sculptureΝofΝ theΝ romanΝ
times depicting Heracles, an ancient coin from Thasos with the representation of 
ώeraclesΝandΝanotherΝcoinΝwithΝAlexanderΝtheΝύreatΝwearingΝtheΝδion’sΝskinέ 
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In the ChapterΝ“ώeracles”ΝweΝfindΝmanyΝpicturesέΝεostΝofΝthemΝdepictΝvessels,ΝotherΝ
sculptures, two coins and a map. The author does not provide any information about 
theΝ originΝ orΝ theΝ datingΝ ofΝ themέΝτnceΝ againΝweΝ canΝ onlyΝ findΝ theΝ termsΝ “ancient”,Ν
“modern”ΝandΝ“ύreek”ΝwithΝnoΝfurtherΝdetailsέ 
 
Ways of Improving 
On this chapter once again it is suggested to the teacher to narrate the myths and make 
a dialogue with his student in order for them to become familiar not only with the 
course of events but with their messages as well. What should be pointed out however 
is that the story of Heracles has always been very interesting for the children. 
Moreover his labours are known worldwide. Thus it is important that the teacher 
should make an extra effort during the teaching process. 
The teacher should at first recognize what the students already know about Heracles 
in order to use all these information and build the new knowledge on the preexisted 
one. The method of brainstorming is always a helpful one for this task. He could also 
use an image of Heracles and ask them to identify the depicted person before moving 
on to brainstorming.  
As for the myths themselves, it is easy for the teacher to find videos that were made 
on his labours and present part of them instead of simply narrating the events. What is 
the most important on this chapter however is to understand why the hero ended up 
doing all these labours and the reasons they made him so famous among the people. 
By observing the iconographic evidence ofΝtheΝstudent’sΝbook,ΝtheΝstudentsΝcanΝrealizeΝ
that Heracles was one of the most favorite themes for the artists all around the world 
since many artistic works were created in his memory. This could lead them, through 
discussions, to the fact that Heracles was in fact helping people get rid of some 
serious problems they had to face. 
ώeracles’Ν laboursΝ didΝ notΝ takeΝ placeΝ onlyΝ inΝ theΝώelladicΝ areaΝ butΝ in other areas as 
well. Some of them were close to the frontiers of the then known world during the 
ancient times such as the area of the Black Sea. As it is mentioned Heracles had to 
face the Amazons who were located in the Black Sea and during another journey he 
set Prometheus free in the Caucasus, on the eastern part of the Black Sea. Thus they 
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will understand why ώeracles’Ν laboursΝ were known around the world and how 
difficult they were because they were far away in areas where monsters and unknown 
creatures were living.  
In order for the children to make the connection between the labours and the Black 
Sea a map is required. In the entire chapter only one is provided and especially on the 
last subchapter which depicts the places where Heracles had to visit. This map is quite 
helpful because the students can observe both the Mediterranean and the Black Sea. 
This is a useful way to understand one more time how the Greek civilization and the 
Greek mythology are once again strongly related to the Black Sea. It seems however 
that this map is not enough. It is very useful for anyone to be able to locate the places 
he is dealing with at any time. Thus it would seem more prudent to use different maps 
in every subchapter in order to keep this connection with geography. 
In addition a very interesting task is to ask the students work in teams and create a 
historical line of the events that are narrated in this chapter. In order to make this line 
they can use images that depict various scenes from the labours and give them with 
the appropriate title. After they complete this activity they can make their own 
narration of the story. 
Finally another useful activity would be a literary one. To be more specific at the end 
of the chapter the students can write a letter to Heracles in order to thank him for 
helping them against those creatures he faced. It is in their discretion of course to 
choose the labour of their preference. This activity will allow them to understand how 
important these labours were for everyday people and how easier their lives became. 
Another advantage is to understand how important it is to be courageous, deal with 
our problems and how much gratitude one can receive while helping the others. 
All these activities will allow the students to enhance their visual literacy since they 
will be asked to observe images and find the hidden messages behind them. 
Furthermore they will be able to develop both their writing and performance skills.  
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Theseus 
General Information  
Theseus originated from Troizena. His father was Aigeus, the king of Athens who met 
Theseus’Νmother,ΝAithra,ΝonΝtheΝwayΝhomeΝfromΝtheΝϊelphiΝoracleέΝSoonΝhoweverΝheΝ
had to return back to Athens. Before he started his journey he put his sword and 
sandals under a rock and asked Aithra to tell their son to pick them up and find him in 
Athens. Theseus indeed managed to lift the rock and received the sword and sandals. 
Soon he decided to go to Athens and find his father. On his way there he met many 
thieves who terrorized the people and managed to defeat them (Rispen 1988, p. 153 – 
155). 
Theseus reached to Athens at the time they had to deliver to Crete seven young men 
and seven virgins as victims for the Minotaur. Minotaur was living in Crete under the 
ruleΝofΝεinosέΝώisΝ“home”ΝwasΝaΝlabyrinthΝconstructedΝbyΝϊaidalosέΝSomebodyΝcouldΝ
actuallyΝdescribeΝtheΝδabyrinthΝasΝ“aΝprison of wandering paths”έΝTheΝAtheniansΝwereΝ
obliged to make such sacrifice every ninth year because when Minos found out about 
hisΝson’sΝdeath,ΝAndrogeosΝ(whoΝwantedΝtoΝfaceΝaΝbullΝatΝAthensΝbutΝhisΝattemptΝwasΝ
unlucky), he captured Athens and forced them to pay this terrible tribute (Kerenyi 
1997, p. 226 – 228). 
When Theseus reached Athens, the third group of tributes was to be selected. He 
decided to get to Knossos on his own free will. There are however other stories which 
point out that Theseus was chosen or even that Minos himself used to come to Athens 
for the selection. No matter what the case was, what is important is that Theseus 
ended up in Crete. According to another tale Theseus took his own ship with black 
sails. His father, Aigeus, equipped him with white sails as well. If Theseus was to 
return a victorious man, he was supposed to put the white sails. Otherwise the crew of 
the ship would keep the black ones (Kerenyi 1997, p. 228 – 230). 
ArrivingΝatΝωrete,ΝheΝmetΝεinos’Νdaughter,ΝAriadneέΝSheΝfellΝinΝloveΝwithΝTheseusΝandΝ
decided to help him with his battle against the Minotaur. The Minotaur had a bull 
head and a human body (Kakrides 1986, p. 269).  According to one story it was 
Theseus who promised to bring her home as his wife and thus persuaded her to assist 
him. Therefore Ariadne handed him over a spindle of yarn on it advising him to fasten 
the one end at the door (Kerenyi 1997, 230 – 232). It is said that Ariadne herself 
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accompanied the hero to his task and lightened the way for him. Theseus managed to 
find the Minotaur and battled with the beast. After his victory he followed the yarn he 
had untied in order to find his way to the exit (Rispen 1988, p. 158 – 160). 
The same night the hero left Crete with Ariadne. At Naxos they came across with the 
godΝ ϊionysosΝ whoΝ admiredΝ Ariadne’sΝ beautyΝ andΝ tookΝ herΝ asΝ hisΝ wifeέΝ TheseusΝ
continued his journey back to Athens but he was so sad that he did not think that he 
had to change the sails of the ship and put the white ones. Aigeus was watching at the 
seaΝeveryΝdayΝinΝSounioΝtryingΝtoΝseeΝhisΝson’sΝshipέΝτneΝdayΝheΝfinallyΝsawΝtheΝshipΝ
which had the black sails on it. He thought that his son had not survived, thus he fell 
intoΝ theΝ seaέΝ AccordingΝ toΝ theΝ storyΝ thatΝ seaΝ wasΝ nameΝ “AigaioΝ Pelagos”Ν inΝ hisΝ
memoryέΝAfterΝAigeus’Νdeath,ΝTheseusΝruledΝatΝAthensΝforΝmanyΝyearsΝbeingΝmarriedΝ
to Phaidra. After he lost his throne he went on a trip to Skyros where king Lykomedes 
killed him. 
Teaching Methods  
The teaching methods and general principles of this chapter will be presented 
according to the curriculum and the teacher’sΝ bookΝ as provided by the Ministry of 
EducationΝ throughΝ theΝ platformΝ ofΝ “digitalΝ school”έ “Theseus”Ν isΝ dividedΝ inΝ threeΝ
subchaptersΝwithΝ theΝ followingΝ titlesμΝ “Theseus,Ν theΝ kingΝ fromΝTroizena”,Ν “TheseusΝ
killingΝεinotaur”ΝandΝ“TheseusΝreturnsΝtoΝAthens”έ 
Theseus, the king from Troizena 
The curriculum states that the aims of the entire chapter are the same as of the 
previousΝchapterΝofΝ“ώeracles”έΝThusΝtheyΝwillΝbeΝmentionedΝbrieflyΝonlyΝhereΝbutΝitΝisΝ
understandable that they are referring to all three subchapters. These include obtaining 
knowledge about the myths that are mentioned and their hidden messages, about the 
meaningΝ ofΝ theΝ termΝ “hero”,Ν admiringΝ hero’sΝ courage,Ν morality,Ν kindnessΝ andΝ
superiority and understanding of the significance of the myths since they are still 
mentioned even in the modern times (curriculum, p.189). The teacher is advised to 
follow the questions which are written at the end of the main text because they allow 
the students to fully understand the termΝ“space”Ν(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝζί)έ 
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Theseus killing Minotaur 
By theΝendΝofΝtheΝlessonΝtheΝstudentsΝshouldΝbeΝableΝtoΝevaluateΝTheseus’Νcharacter,Ν
hisΝdecisionΝ toΝgoΝ toΝωreteΝonΝhisΝownΝ freeΝwillΝ andΝAriadne’sΝ roleΝ asΝhisΝassistant,Ν
make a link between the myth and the Minoan civilization and become familiar with 
terms suchΝ asΝ “labyrinth”Ν (teacher’sΝ book,Ν pέΝ ζί)έΝ όinallyΝ theΝ teacherΝ isΝ advisedΝ toΝ
raiseΝtheΝquestionsΝofΝtheΝbookΝsinceΝisΝenhancesΝstudent’sΝcriticalΝanalysisΝ(teacher’sΝ
book, p. 41). 
Theseus returns to Athens 
It is important for the students to understand the reasons that Theseus is considered 
theΝmostΝsignificantΝheroΝofΝAtticaΝandΝhisΝconnectionΝwithΝitsΝhistoryΝ(teacher’sΝbook,Ν
p. 41). The teacher using the questions of the book attempt to link the myths with 
various places of Greece and that is why they areΝsuggestedΝtoΝhimΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝ
42). 
 
Iconographic evidence  
In this chapter the iconographic evidence of the book will be presented exactly the 
wayΝtheyΝareΝexhibitedέΝ“Theseus”ΝisΝdividedΝinΝthreeΝsubchaptersΝwithΝtheΝfollowingΝ
titlesμΝ “Theseus,Ν theΝkingΝ fromΝTroizena”,Ν“TheseusΝkillingΝεinotaur”ΝandΝ“TheseusΝ
returnsΝtoΝAthens”έ 
Theseus, the king from Troizena 
This chapter includes four pictures (including the two pictures of the introductory 
text)έΝTheΝfirstΝoneΝshowsΝTheseusΝonΝaΝredΝfigureΝvesselΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝζ1)έΝδaterΝ
on we meet a sculpture of Theseus of modern times made by George Vitalis (student’sΝ
book, p. 42). On the next page there is an ancient Greek relief depicting Theseus 
findingΝhisΝfather’sΝswordΝandΝsandalsΝunderΝtheΝguidance of his mother, Aithraas it is 
shown in the picture below. όinally,ΝonΝpageΝζζΝofΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookΝthereΝis a red 
figure vessel with Theseus and Prokroustes.  
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Theseus killing Minotaur 
There are three pictures on this chapter. TwoΝofΝthemΝareΝonΝpageΝζηΝofΝtheΝstudent’sΝ
book. The first one represents the labyrinth on an ancient Cretan coin while the other 
one depicts Theseus killing the Minotaur on a black figure vessel. Last but not least 
onΝpageΝζθΝofΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookΝthereΝisΝaΝredΝfigureΝvesselΝshowingΝTheseusΝwithΝhisΝ
mortal parents and his immortal father, Poseidon. 
Theseus returns to Athens 
The first picture of this chapter depicts a ship with black sails with no further details 
providedΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝζι)έΝόinallyΝonΝpageΝζκΝofΝ theΝstudent’sΝbookΝ thereΝareΝ
two pictures of Daidalos and Ikaros from an ancient and a modern artist as it is shown 
below. They were put there clearly for comparing them. 
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TheΝ chapterΝ “Theseus”,Ν justΝ likeΝ theΝ previousΝ onesΝ doesΝ notΝ provideΝ usΝ withΝ
information about dating and origin. As the previous ones it includes the terms 
“ancient”,Ν“modern”ΝandΝ“ύreek”έΝThere is however one exception to that since for 
the coin that represents the labyrinth, the author points out that is comes from Crete. 
 
Ways of Improving 
This is a small chapter that includes the story of Theseus who travelled in Crete and 
killed the Minotaur. As it was mentioned above the basic methods suggested by the 
teacher’sΝ bookΝ includeΝ raisingΝ questionsΝ toΝ theΝ studentsΝ andΝ narratingΝ theΝ storyΝ onΝ
behalf of the teacher.  
Once again it seems that the author chooses not to provide us with any form of map. It 
is very important to use a map during a history lesson in order to be able to locate 
where the events took place. Thus such an addition is quite significant. 
In this chapter we can find many images as it was the case with the previous chapters 
as wellέΝ ThereforeΝ itΝ seemsΝ thatΝ theΝ authorΝ wishesΝ toΝ enhanceΝ theΝ students’Ν visualΝ
literacy but does not suggest any way to do so. For example the teacher could use 
some pictures of the book or even others he found in order to trigger their minds about 
the topic and ask them to inform him about their knowledge on the myth. It is very 
important to start from that point because once you build the new knowledge on the 
preexisted one it would not seem to be so far outside of their sphere of knowledge.  
Using images is important because the children will be able to realize what their 
favorite topics were. The students should come to the conclusion that scenes from 
mythologyΝwereΝ oftenΝ usedΝ inΝ vaseΝ decorationΝ andΝ thusΝwasΝ partΝ ofΝ people’sΝ livesέΝ
Taking that into account the teacher could ask the students to observe very carefully 
the vases and try to identify how easy or difficult it was to make these drawings with 
all these details. In fact a very interesting activity would be to ask them to make their 
own drawings as if they were going to be put on a vase of that time. After they finish 
these paintings, they can make an exhibition to present them to the rest of the school 
and narrate the story of Theseus. 
All these issues that were raised on this part would allow the children to enhance their 
visual literacy and develop their geographical and artistic skills. It is quite obvious 
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that the teacher must find various activities in order to keep his students occupied and 
thus maintain an interesting and pleasant history lesson. 
  
The Argonautic Expedition 
General Information  
Phrixos and Ellh lived with their father, king Athama, in Boiotia. Their father was 
remarried to Ino who hated the two children. As a result of that hate, she decided to 
get rid of the children. She managed to deceive the citizens and burn their wheat. 
King Athamas started to worry since the people had already begun to starve. He 
sought an answer from the Delphi oracle. Ino however deceived her own husband as 
wellΝsinceΝsheΝbribedΝAthamas’ΝmessengersΝ in order to announce to the king that he 
hadΝ toΝ sacrificeΝ hisΝ son,Ν Phrixos,Ν inΝ Zeus’Ν altarέΝ BeforeΝ theΝ sacrificeΝ wasΝ made,Ν
σephele,ΝPhrixos’Νmother,ΝsentΝaΝgoldenΝramΝtoΝsaveΝhimέΝTheΝramΝtookΝbothΝPhrixosΝ
and Ellh and flew away.  After having passed the Aegean, where the sea narrows 
between Thrace and Asia Minor, Ellh fell off the ram and died. Since then this part 
was known worldwide as Ellhspontos. The golden ram continued its journey along 
with Phrixos and reached Colchis which is located on the eastern part of the Black 
Sea. Phrixos then sacrificed the ram and delivered its skin, also known as the Golden 
Fleece, as a gift to Aietes, king of Colchis. Aietes put the fleece on a tree and a 
sleepless dragon to guard it. Years later at Iolkos Aison lost his throne to his brother 
PeliasέΝτutΝofΝfearΝforΝhisΝson’sΝsafety,ΝheΝdecidedΝtoΝdeliverΝhimΝtoΝωentaurΝωhironΝatΝ
Mount Pelion in order to raise himέΝTheΝchild’sΝnameΝwasΝJason (Kerenyi 1997, p. 247 
– 248). 
Jason was a favorite of Hera. There is a story that explains that fact. When Jason was 
hunting he came across with the goddess but did not recognize her as she had the 
shapeΝofΝanΝoldΝwomanέΝώeraΝaskedΝforΝJason’sΝhelpΝtoΝcrossΝtheΝriverέΝώeΝtookΝherΝonΝ
his back and carried her across the river. It is said that during this tack Jason lost one 
of his sandal. Due to that story he took the surnameΝ“monosandalos”Ν(Kerenyi 1997, 
p. 248 – 250).  
When he reached at Iolkos he met Pelias who had received an oracle according to 
which he was supposed to fear the man with the one sandal. The king of Iolkos feared 
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Jason especially when the latter one demanded his throne back. Thus they made an 
arrangement with each other. Pelias would surrender the throne as long as Jason 
delivered to him the Golden Fleece (Kerenyi 1997, p. 250 – 251). Jason immediately 
started preparations. First of all he needed a fast ship. He was given one that was 
namedΝafterΝhisΝconstructor,ΝArgos,Ν“theΝSwift,ΝArgo”έΝ ItΝ isΝ saidΝ thatΝAthenaΝherselfΝ
had made a part of the ship that allowed it to speak and predict the future. Argo was 
built for fifty oarsmen that indicated the number of Jason’sΝ crew,Ν theΝ ArgonautsέΝ
Many names appear in the bibliography as part of that particular crew. Some of them 
are Tiphys, the Boiotian helmsman, Heracles, Castor and Polydeukes, Eyphemos of 
Tainaron, Periklymenos of Pylos, Nauplios, Idas, Lynkeus, Zetes, Kalais and so on 
(Kerenyi 1997, p. 251 – 258). 
TheΝstudent’sΝbookΝcontinuesΝstraightΝtoΝtheΝSymplegadesΝrocksΝwithoutΝmakingΝanyΝ
reference at all on the previous adventures such as the ones at the island of Lemnos. 
Thus after reaching Thrace and taking advice from Phineus on how to deal with the 
Symplegades, the Argonauts came across with the enormous rocks. It is said that 
those rocks were clashing together killing anyone who attempted to pass through 
them. The Argonauts first released a bird before they made their attempt. Therefore 
they were successful since both the bird and the ship made it through with small 
damages on their tails. After that according to the myth the rocks never moved again 
(Kakrides 1986, p. 155). 
As a result of these the Argonauts reached the waters of the Black Sea and turned to 
the east to find Colchis. At Colchis, Jason met Medeia who decided to help him 
through the tasks her father imposed on him, king Aietes, in order to take the fleece. 
Despite the fact that Jason was successful on this task, Aietes had no intention on 
givingΝhimΝtheΝfleeceέΝThusΝwithΝεedeia’sΝassistance,ΝJasonΝwentΝtoΝtheΝtree,ΝputΝtheΝ
dragon into sleep withΝ τrpheus’Ν musicΝ and received the Golden Fleece (Kerenyi 
1997, p. 260 – 264). 
AtΝstudent’sΝbookΝthereΝisΝnoΝreferenceΝaboutΝtheΝwayΝbackΝtoΝIolkosέΝTheΝchapterΝendsΝ
with the fact that Pelias was not willing to give up on his throne. Therefore Jason 
married Medeia and lived together in Corinth. Years later, when the hero was an old 
man, he sat next to Argo. But he was unlucky since part of the ship fell on him and 
killed him. 
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Teaching Methods  
The teaching methods and general principles of this chapter will be presented 
according to the curriculum andΝ teacher’sΝ bookΝ as provided by the Ministry of 
EducationΝ throughΝ theΝ platformΝofΝ “digitalΝ school”έ “TheΝArgonauticΝ expedition”Ν isΝ
dividedΝintoΝthreeΝsubchaptersΝwithΝtheΝfollowingΝtitlesμΝ“Phrixos,ΝEllhΝandΝtheΝgoldenΝ
fleece”,Ν“PeliasΝandΝJason”ΝandΝ“TheΝArgonauticΝexpedition”έ 
Phrixos, Ellh and the golden fleece 
The aims of the curriculum will be presented in this subchapter and it is assumed that 
theyΝ referΝ toΝ theΝ entireΝ chapterΝ underΝ theΝ titleΝ “TheΝ ArgonauticΝ Expedition”έΝ TheΝ
students must gain knowledge about the myth of the Argonautic expedition and the 
persons that took part in it, realize all the difficulties that the Argonauts came across 
with,ΝunderstandΝ termsΝsuchΝasΝ“expedition”ΝandΝmakeΝcomparisonsΝandΝevaluationsΝ
aboutΝ theΝ heroes’Ν actionsΝ (curriculum,Ν pέ1κλ)έΝ SpecificallyΝ forΝ thisΝ subchapterΝ theyΝ
must prepare themselves for the deeper knowledge of the myth and become familiar 
with the elements of ancient civilization and compare them with the ones of today 
(teacher’sΝ book, p. 42). Besides the questions of the book it is suggested that the 
teacher should definitely use the map which is provided in order to locate along with 
theΝplacesΝthatΝwereΝnamedΝafterΝheroesΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝζγ)έ 
 Pelias and Jason 
This chapter is quite important for the understanding of the entire myth of the 
Argonautic Expedition. Moreover the students should be able to link the specific myth 
withΝtheΝattemptsΝofΝtheΝύreeksΝtoΝconquerΝwealthyΝplacesΝaroundΝtheΝworldΝ(teacher’sΝ
book, p. 44). It is important to realize the reasons why Pelias asked Jason to fulfill 
suchΝaΝdifficultΝtaskΝbyΝusingΝtheΝquestionsΝofΝtheΝbookΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝζζ)έ 
The Argonautic expedition 
By the end of the lesson the students should be able to locate the places Argo went to, 
evaluateΝ εedeia’sΝ characterΝ andΝ findΝ theΝ survivalΝ ofΝ ύreekΝ mythologyΝ inΝ modernΝ
timesΝ (teacher’sΝ book,Ν pέΝ ζη)έΝ ByΝ raisingΝ theΝ questionsΝ ofΝ theΝ bookΝ andΝ creatingΝ aΝ
dialogue with the students, the latter one will gain deeper knowledge concerning the 
mythΝandΝanΝunderstandingΝforΝtheΝheroes’ΝdecisionsΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝζθ)έ 
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Iconographic evidence  
In this chapter the iconographic evidence of the book will be presented exactly the 
wayΝtheyΝareΝexhibitedέΝ“TheΝArgonauticΝexpedition”ΝisΝdividedΝintoΝthree subchapters 
withΝ theΝ followingΝ titlesμΝ “Phrixos,Ν EllhΝ andΝ theΝ goldenΝ fleece”,Ν “PeliasΝ andΝ Jason”Ν
andΝ“TheΝArgonauticΝexpedition”έ 
Phrixos, Ellh and the golden fleece 
The first chapter includes three pictures (including the one of the introductory text). 
TheΝfirstΝoneΝisΝunderΝtheΝtitleΝ“TheΝArgonauts”ΝwithoutΝmakingΝanyΝmoreΝreferenceΝ
andΝ itΝ showsΝ threeΝArgonautsΝonΝaΝ redΝ figureΝvesselΝ (student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝ ζλ)έΝτnΝ theΝ
next page we find Phrixos and the Golden Fleece on a red figure vessel as it is shown 
below. Last but not least, on page 51 of the student’sΝ bookΝ thereΝ isΝ aΝ paintingΝ by 
Theophilos that depicts Phrixos and Ellh.   
 
 
Pelias and Jason 
The first picture of this chapter is from an ancient Greek relief that depicts Athena and 
Argos building the shipΝ (student’sΝ book,Ν pέΝ ηβ)έΝ Ν τnΝ theΝ nextΝ pageΝ thereΝ areΝ twoΝ
pictures. The first one is a modern picture taken from a place that is not mentioned 
and it is supposed to depict the Symplegades. Finally, the last one is from a red figure 
vessel and shows OrpheasΝandΝEurudikhΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝηγ)έ 
The Argonautic expedition 
This final chapter has four pictures. The first one depicts Jason taking the Golden 
Fleece while MedeiaΝisΝputtingΝtheΝdragonΝintoΝsleepΝonΝaΝredΝfigureΝvesselΝ(student’sΝ
book, p. 54). On the next page there are two pictures. The former depicts Jason 
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delivering the fleece to Pelias on a red figure vessel while the latter one is actually a 
map showing the course of the Argonauts. The final picture depicts the nearly dead 
Talos with Medeia on a red figure vessel. 
 
AsΝtheΝpreviousΝchapters,Ν“TheΝArgonauticΝexpedition”ΝalsoΝincludesΝtheΝgeneralΝtermsΝ
“ancient”,Ν“ύreek”ΝandΝμmodern”έΝWeΝfindΝonceΝagainΝaΝmapΝwhich will be discussed 
thoroughly on the next chapter of this paper. What should be pointed out however is 
that for once more the author has decided not to provide us with information about the 
origin or the dating of the iconographic evidence he included in the book.  
 
Ways of Improving 
InΝ thisΝ chapterΝ theΝ teacher’sΝ bookΝ suggestsΝ onceΝ againΝ toΝ raiseΝ questionsΝ toΝ theΝ
students and make a narration of the myths. An alternative way is at first to present an 
image and ask the students to identify the topic. Later on he should find a way to 
identify what they know about the Argonautic expedition in order to use that material 
for the approach of the new knowledge probably through brainstorming. 
As it was mentioned on previous chapters it is vital for a history book to include 
mapsέΝTheΝmapΝhoweverΝwhichΝisΝincludedΝinΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookΝisΝtotallyΝinaccurateέΝ
According to the map of the book there is no connection between Bosporos and the 
Black Sea. Furthermore Colchis is not located on the correct part of the map. As it is 
known Colchis was located on the eastern part of the Black Sea. On this map however 
it seems to be exactly on the opposite of where Constantinople is located today. Maps 
like these should not be used on history books since they cause great confusion about 
the correct location of places. 
Furthermore the teacher could present the images of the book and ask the students to 
put them in chronological order. Activities like these are always helpful since they 
allow them to keep up with the story and follow the events in the proper way. 
Additionally the teacher could present various images that include the Golden Fleece 
and make a dialogue with the children in order to understand why exactly the Fleece 
had to be gold. That is a very interesting activity in order to realize what the real 
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symbolism behind the myth is. Thus the teacher could lead them to a conclusion about 
the reasons of civilization movements and make a comparison with the modern time.  
Finally, the teacher could suggest another activity. He can ask from them to work in 
teams and make an attempt to write an alternative ending. Once they manage to do 
that each team would have to present their ending of the story. 
There are various ways according to which this chapter could be improved not only 
on the material that is provided, such as the map, but on the proposed activities as 
well. With some simple steps like the ones mentioned above the teacher can help the 
students enhance their visual literacy, develop their literary and performing skills. 
Finally, working in groups students develop their social skills and learn to work with 
the rules established by a team. 
 
The Trojan War 
General Information  
In ancient times Zeus decided to marry Pileas with Thetis, daughter of Nireas. Their 
marriage took place at Pilio and all of the gods and goddesses were invited except 
Eris who was always causing trouble. Thus the latter got angry and decided to attend 
the weddingΝ invisibleΝ andΝ leftΝ anΝ appleΝwithΝ theΝ inscriptionΝ “ToΝ theΝmostΝ beautifulΝ
one”έΝSoonΝώera,ΝAthenaΝandΝAphroditeΝstartedΝ toΝargue with each other about who 
was indeed the most beautiful among them. In order to settle the argument Zeus 
suggested that they went to Mount Idi, close to Troy, in order to raise that question to 
Paris,Ν kingΝ Priamos’Ν sonέΝ AllΝ ofΝ theΝ goddessesΝ promisedΝ himΝ somethingΝ inΝ returnέΝ
Hera promised to make him the greatest king, Athena to make him the most 
courageous and wise warrior and Aphrodite to find him the most beautiful woman in 
the world. Paris decided to give the apple to Aphrodite who suggested Helen as the 
mostΝbeautifulΝwoman,Νεenelaos’ΝwifeέΝParisΝtraveledΝtoΝSpartaΝandΝmanagedΝtoΝtakeΝ
Helen back to Troy (Kerenyi 1997, p. 314). 
Menelaos got very angry and wanted his wife back. Thus he went to Mycenae to visit 
his brother Agamemnon and ask for his assistance. Agamemnon called to Mycenae all 
the Achaiean kings and decided to travel to Troy and fight for Helen. Many important 
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and well known heroes gathered including among others Nestor, king of Pilos, 
Idomeneas from Crete, Aias from Salamina, Aias from Lokrida, Diomedes from 
Argos, Philoktetes, Odysseus from Ithaca, Achilles and Patroklos. They made all the 
appropriate preparations for the journey but there was no wind to aid their ships. Thus 
they asked Kalchas, a famous oracle, the reason for this. Kalchas pointed out that 
Artemis was furious with Agamemnon because he had killed her sacred deer and as a 
result he now had to sacrifice his own daughter, Iphigeneia. Agamemnon was very 
sad but decided to make the sacrifice and called for his daughter. It is said that when 
Iphigeneia was about to be sacrificed Artemis came and took her away in the land of 
Taurwn located in Crimea, which is on the northern part of the Black Sea. Then the 
wind started to blow and they started the trip to Troy (Kerenyi 1997, p. 331 – 336). 
Achaioi managed to reach to Troy that was located in Asia Minor in the wider region 
of the Black Sea. Priamos and Ekabi ruled this area and among their children were 
Paris, Kassandra, an oracle whose words were never believed, and Hektor. A great 
battle started when the Achaieans approached the coast in order to conquer it. 
Eventually they managed to take control of it and forced the Trojans to hide behind 
the city walls. The war which was about to start, seemed to be so important that even 
the gods themselves started to take sides. Poseidon, Hera and Athena took the Greek 
side while Ares, Aphrodite and Apollo the Trojan one. 
For nine years both sides fought against each other without being victorious. Hektor, 
Priamos’Νson,ΝprovedΝofΝhimselfΝcapableΝenoughΝ toΝdefend his city. During the next 
year however Achilles had an argument with Agamemnon which caused many 
troubles to the Greek army. To be more specific, Agamemnon had a slave named 
Xrysuida. Her father Xryses came to him and begged him to let his daughter free. 
Agamemnon was disrespectful towards the old man and sent him away. Xryses was a 
priest of Apollo and prayed to the god so that he punishes the Greeks. Apollo then 
took his bow and started shooting at animals and people. As a result the Greeks 
started to become ill and died. The kings then asked Kalchas to advise them on the 
issue. Kalchas pointed out the reason for their misfortune. Therefore Agamemnon set 
hisΝ slaveΝ freeΝ butΝ orderedΝ toΝ takeΝ BrisyidaΝwhoΝwasΝAchilles’Ν slaveέΝ AchillesΝ thenΝ
became extremely angryΝdueΝtoΝAgamemnos’ΝactionsΝandΝdecidedΝnotΝtoΝtake part in 
the battles anymore (Graves 1955, 667 - 674).  
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AgamemnonΝstartedΝtoΝbecomeΝveryΝworriedΝdueΝtoΝAchilles’ΝdenialΝtoΝfightέΝBattlesΝ
continued to take place and the Trojans came very close to the Greek camp. Patroklos 
thenΝdecidedΝtoΝtakeΝAchilles’ΝplaceέΝώeΝworeΝhisΝarmor,ΝtookΝhisΝweaponsΝandΝchariotΝ
and led the Mirmidones to battle. The Trojans feared him because they thought that he 
was Achilles. Patroklos chased the Trojans back to the city walls where he faced 
Hektor himself. Hector was much more skillful than Patroklos and thus killed him. 
Patroklos’ΝbodyΝwasΝtakenΝbackΝtoΝtheΝύreekΝcampΝandΝAchillesΝstarted to mourn for 
his dead friend (Cline 2013, p. 19). 
Achilles wanted to take his vengeance against Hektor. He picked up his newly made 
armor and went to battle along with the Mirmidones. In the meantime Hektor saw his 
family for the last time, his wife Andromache and his son Astyanax. A great battle 
followedΝbetweenΝtheΝtwoΝarmiesέΝAchilles’Νanger made him chase many Trojans who 
hid in the city walls except Hektor. These two started to fight and Achilles killed his 
opponent. He tied his legs on his chariot and drove away. Many days passed until 
Priamos wentΝ toΝAchillesΝ toΝbegΝforΝhisΝson’sΝbody. AchillesΝgaveΝώektor’sΝbodyΝ toΝ
his father and called for a cease of fire for eleven days in order to honor him in the 
proper way. TheΝwarΝcontinuedΝafterΝώektor’sΝburialέΝτneΝdayΝApolloΝadvisedΝParisΝtoΝ
throw an arrow to Achilles and aim for his right heelέΝItΝisΝsaidΝthatΝAchilles’Νmother,Ν
Thetis, threw him in the waters of Styga, river of Hades in order to make him 
immortal. But his right heel never went underwater since Thetis was holding him 
from there. Paris indeed threw an arrow on that particular heel and died. Great battles 
took place above his dead body since both sides were trying to receive his body which 
eventually ended in the Greek camp. According to the story Thetis and Nereides 
appeared and mourned him for days. Paris was killed a few days later by Philoktetes 
(Graves 1955, p.675 – 680).  
AfterΝAchilles’ΝdeathΝtheΝύreeksΝwereΝafraidΝthatΝitΝwasΝimpossibleΝtoΝconquerΝTroyέΝ
Odysseus, king of Ithaca then realized that they had to deceive the Trojans in order to 
defeat them. He suggested to the others to build a wooden horse and hide inside it. 
The rest of the army was to hide in the island of Tenedos. In the morning the Trojans 
saw nothing but the wooden horse and thought that their enemies had left. Kassandra 
and Laokon were the only ones not to be deceived by the Greek plan. But nobody 
ever believed Kassandra and as for Laokon, Poseidon sent two sea snakes and killed 
him. The Trojans decided to take the horse into the city. They even destroyed part of 
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theirΝ wallsΝ inΝ orderΝ toΝ doΝ thatέΝ TheΝ TrojansΝ celebratedΝ theirΝ “victory”Ν allΝ dayΝ andΝ
during the night the Greeks attacked them. They set fires, destroyed the city and 
enslaved women and children. Menelaos finally took his wife back and the next 
morning they set sail to go back home (Graves 1955, p. 698 – 705). 
 
Teaching Methods  
The teaching methods and general principles of this chapter will be presented 
according to the curriculum andΝ teacher’sΝ bookΝ as provided by the Ministry of 
EducationΝthroughΝtheΝplatformΝofΝ“digitalΝschool”έ “TheΝTrojanΝWar”ΝisΝdividedΝintoΝ
eight subchapters with the followingΝ titlesμΝ “Eris’Ν apple”, “TheΝ sacrificeΝ ofΝ
Iphigeneia”,Ν“AchaioiΝapproachingΝTroy”,Ν“WrathΝofΝAchilles”,Ν“ϊeathΝofΝPatroklos”,Ν
“AchillesΝkillingΝώektor”,Ν“EndΝofΝAchilles”ΝandΝ“TheΝwoodenΝhorseΝandΝtheΝsackΝofΝ
Troy”έ 
Eris’Νapple 
The aims of the curriculum will be presented in this subchapter and it is assumed that 
theyΝ referΝ toΝ theΝ entireΝ chapterΝ underΝ theΝ titleΝ “TheΝTrojanΝWar”έΝAccordingΝ toΝ theΝ
curriculum the students must familiarize themselves with the myth, the morals and 
customs of that time and therefore make a comparison with modern times, feel the 
need to search in further resources for more details, realize the historical truth behind 
theΝmyth,Ν evaluateΝ theΝheroes’Ν actionsΝ andΝunderstandΝ theΝ roleΝofΝ theΝwoodenΝhorseΝ
(curriculum, p. 189 – 190). Specifically in this subchapter they should be able to 
understand the mythological cause of the Trojan War, realize what people thought of 
theirΝgods,ΝknowΝtheΝmeaningΝofΝtheΝtermΝ“eris”ΝandΝbeΝableΝtoΝfeelΝempathyΝforΝotherΝ
peopleΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝζκ)έΝBesides the obvious suggestion of raising questions the 
teacher’sΝbookΝactuallyΝgivesΝanΝalternativeΝoneΝwhichΝ includesΝ thatΝchildrenΝshould 
first look at the pictures and identify the scenes. Thus they will try to make their own 
research both on the written part of the book and on their minds in order to understand 
whatΝtheΝmessagesΝofΝtheΝpictureΝareΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝζλ)έ 
The sacrifice of Iphigeneia 
τnΝ thisΝ chapterΝ studentsΝ shouldΝ realizeΝ theΝ mythologicalΝ causeΝ ofΝ Iphigeneia’sΝ
sacrifice, evaluate the Greek union against a common enemy and understand the 
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meaningΝofΝtermsΝsuchΝasΝ“honor”,Ν“civilization”,Ν“sacrifice”ΝandΝ“oracle”Ν(teacher’sΝ
book, p. 51). The teacher is once again advised to raise the questions of the book in 
accordance with other secondary sourcesΝthatΝareΝprovidedΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝηβ)έ 
Achaioi approaching Troy 
Children on this chapter must obtain knowledge about the basic heroes of the Trojans, 
characterize the heroes of the myth according to their actions, understand terms such 
asΝ“civilization”,Ν“foresight”ΝandΝ“recklessness”Ν(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝηζ)έΝTheΝ teacherΝ
should approach the lesson through questions related to the myth as the ones that 
alreadyΝexistΝonΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝηη)έ 
Wrath of Achilles 
The students should be able here to recognize the basic heroes and characterize them 
according to their morality and choices and understand the consequences of such 
choicesέΝ InΝ additionΝ theyΝ shouldΝ approachΝ theΝ meaningΝ ofΝ termsΝ suchΝ asΝ “oracle”,Ν
“wrath”,Ν“disrespect”ΝandΝ“discord”Ν(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝηθ)έΝThroughΝtheΝquestionsΝofΝ
the book they will also be able to understand Agamemnon’s behavior and make 
comparisonΝ betweenΝ ancientΝ andΝmodernΝ timesΝ onΝ theΝ issueΝ ofΝ foresightΝ (teacher’sΝ
book, p.57). 
Death of Patroklos 
The myth on this chapter comes to a crucial point which the students must understand. 
In order to do that, they need to realize the friendship between the two heroes and be 
able to characterize them according to their actions. Furthermore they should be able 
toΝunderstandΝtheΝconsequencesΝofΝAchilles’ΝwrathΝinΝrelationΝtoΝtheΝbattleΝthroughΝtheΝ
questionsΝofΝtheΝbookΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝηι)έ 
Achilles killing Hektor 
By the end of the lesson the students should realize the reasons that Achilles returned 
to battle, feel empathy for the father who lost his son and become familiar with terms 
suchΝasΝ“vengeance”,Ν“piece”ΝandΝ“reconciliation”Ν(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝηλ)έΝInΝrelationΝ
to the teaching methods the teacher is advised once more to be guided by the 
questions of the book in order to assist his student to obtain deeper knowledge on the 
topicΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝθί)έ 
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End of Achilles 
This chapter seems to be important for the children to meet cultural elements of that 
time, values of the heroic code and continue to understandΝAchilles’ΝcharacterΝthoughΝ
his actionsέΝ WithΝ theΝ assistanceΝ ofΝ theΝ book’sΝ questionsΝ thereΝ isΝ theΝ possibilityΝ ofΝ
making comparison between modern and ancient time in (teacher’sΝbook,Νpέθ1). 
The wooden horse and the sack of Troy 
This final chapter will give the students the opportunity to meet the events of the sack 
of Troy and to puzzle them with the brutality of war. Furthermore through the 
questions of the book they will be able to enhance their critical analysis with an 
attempt to understand Odysseus’ΝwayΝofΝthinkingΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝθγ)έ 
 
Iconographic evidence  
In this chapter the iconographic evidence of the book will be presented exactly the 
wayΝtheyΝareΝexhibitedέΝ“TheΝTrojanΝWar”ΝisΝdividedΝintoΝeightΝsubchaptersΝwithΝtheΝ
followingΝ titlesμΝ “Eris’Ν apple”, “TheΝ sacrificeΝ ofΝ Iphigeneia”,Ν “AchaioiΝ approachingΝ
Troy”,Ν“WrathΝofΝAchilles”,ΝϊeathΝofΝPatroklos”,Ν“AchillesΝkillingΝώektor”,Ν“EndΝofΝ
Achilles”ΝandΝ“TheΝwoodenΝhorseΝandΝtheΝsackΝofΝTroy”έ 
Eris’Νapple 
The first chapter includes four pictures (including the one of the introductory text). 
The first picture is under the title “Achaiean warriors marsh to war” (student’sΝbook,Ν
p. 57).  Later on there is a picture that concerns the Judgment of Paris on a red figure 
vessel as it is shown below (student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝηκ)έΝThisΝisΝaccompaniedΝwithΝaΝshortΝ
descriptive text which explains who are depicted on the vessel.  
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Moving on to the next page we can see Paris taking Helen on a red figure vessel. 
όinally,ΝonΝpageΝθίΝofΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookΝweΝfindΝaΝdepictionΝofΝώelenΝonΝaΝredΝfigureΝ
vessel. 
The sacrifice of Iphigeneia 
This chapter begins with an ancient Greek vessel depicting Achaiean warriors 
(student’sΝbook,Νp. 61). On the next page we find a sketch which depicts heads of the 
Trojan War heroes such as Menelaos, Paris, Diomedes, Odysseus, Nestoras, Achilles 
andΝAgamemnonasέΝ δaterΝ onΝ thereΝ isΝ aΝ depictionΝ ofΝ Iphigeneia’sΝ sacrificeΝ onΝ aΝ redΝ
figureΝvesselΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝθγ)έ 
Achaioi approaching Troy 
The first picture of this chapter comes from a relief and depicts Anios, father of 
τinotroponΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝθζ)έΝτnΝtheΝnextΝpageΝweΝcomeΝacrossΝwith the third 
map of the book which shows the trip to Troy. Finally, on page 66 there is a black 
figure vessel depicting Aias and Achilles playing pessous. 
Wrath of Achilles 
TheΝ firstΝpictureΝdepictsΝApolloΝ throwingΝanΝarrowΝonΝaΝ redΝ figureΝvesselΝ (student’sΝ
book, p. 67). Moving on to the next page we find Brishida leaving the tent of Achilles 
on a red figure vessel. There is a short descriptive text which explains who is 
AchillesέΝόinallyΝonΝpageΝθλΝofΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookΝtheΝreaderΝcanΝfindΝaΝsculptureΝofΝ
Homer, the ancient poet.  
Death of Patroklos 
This chapter includes only two pictures. The first one includes Achilles taking care of 
woundedΝPatroklosΝonΝaΝredΝfigureΝvesselΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝιί)ΝwhileΝtheΝlatterΝoneΝ
depicts the shield of Achilles without any further information provided concerning the 
pictureΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝι1)έ 
Achilles killing Hektor 
In the first picture of this chapter we can see Hektor saying goodbye to Andromache 
and Astyanaktaas it is shown below. 
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 ThisΝ isΝaΝblackΝandΝwhiteΝpictureΝbutΝmostΝ likelyΝ itΝ isΝaΝ redΝfigureΝvesselΝ (student’sΝ
book, p. 73). Later on there is a scene from the fight between Achilles and Hektor on 
aΝredΝfigureΝvesselΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝιζ)έΝόinallyΝthereΝisΝaΝsceneΝwithΝPriamΝbringing 
gifts to Achilles on a red figure vessel. That scene is depicted on two pictures which 
areΝpresentedΝsideΝbyΝsideΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝιζ)έ 
End of Achilles 
The first picture depicts Nereides mourning for Achilles on an ancient Greek vessel 
(student’s book, p. 76). Moving on to the next page we meet the figure of Achilles on 
aΝ redΝ figureΝ vesselέΝ δastΝ butΝ notΝ leastΝ onΝ pageΝ ιιΝ ofΝ theΝ student’sΝ bookΝ thereΝ isΝ aΝ
sculpture of modern time representing the death of Achilles. 
The wooden horse and the sack of Troy 
The first picture of this chapter depicts the wooden horse on an ancient Greek vessel 
(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝ ικ)έΝδaterΝonΝ thereΝ isΝ anΝ ancientΝύreekΝ sculptureΝofΝδaokoontasΝ
and his sons and finally on a red figure vessel the sack of Troy is represented. There is 
a short descriptive text concerning the picture which point out that we can see 
Neoptolemos getting ready to kill Priam who is holding his grandson, Astyanaktas 
(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝιλ)έ 
 
τnceΝagainΝonΝthisΝchapterΝunderΝtheΝtitleΝ“TheΝTrojanΝWar”,Νthe author uses the same 
generalΝ termsΝ“ancient”,Ν“modern”ΝandΝ“ύreek”Ν toΝdescribeΝ theΝoriginΝandΝdatingΝofΝ
the data he uses. It is quite impressive that up until now only three maps have been 
used. He does not choose to include more information about the pictures except in 
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some cases where he provides with a short descriptive text. This text however does 
not give any new data concerning the pictures.  
Ways of Improving 
This chapter provides opportunities for many and different alternative activities in 
order to make a much more interesting lesson for the students. First of all it is about 
time that students had a closer look on the images of the book and to be more specific 
on the ones that depicts scenes on vases. They should be able to identify differences 
and similarities between them. Once this is achieved they can make a brainstorming 
for the reasons of these differences in order to understand how people decided to 
decorate their vases from place to place and time to time. A modern painting related 
to the topic could also be presented in order for a comparison to be made with the 
modern time. 
Furthermore in order to make this lesson the teacher could follow the jigsaw method. 
To be more specific the students will be divided into three teams. All of them will 
have to search for information concerning the myths. Some of them will search on 
books, others on encyclopedias and other on the internet. Once they have collected the 
information they return to their teams and create the story of the Trojan War which 
will present later to the rest of their classmates in the form of a play. 
This is a very interesting method of teaching which allows the children to become 
much more active in the teaching process. With activities like these they will develop 
research skills, social skills (as members of a team), performing skills and critical 
analysis (in order to decide which information to include). It is important however to 
point out that activities like these are difficult to be implemented because students are 
not very used to such kind of teaching methods. But once they have been made 
successful, it is almost certain that they will never forget these information because 
they searched on their own in order to find them.  
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The Adventures of Odysseus 
General Information  
After the end of the Trojan War everyone started to return to their homes. The hero of 
this chapter was the one that wandered the most and it took him ten whole years to 
return. His name was Odysseus, king of Ithaca, and in this chapter we will deal with 
his adventures which are known to us fromΝώomer’sΝwork,ΝnamedΝ“τdyssey”έ 
When Odysseus was crossing the Aegean strong winds took him in the land of 
Cikones. Odysseus and his crew took from the Cikones lots of animals and wine. 
Cikones became very angry and fought with the intruders. Many died but Odysseus 
managed to escape (Kakrides 1986, p. 205). He then set sail and reached Africa in the 
land of Lotus eaters. Odysseus sent some of his men in order to find out more about 
the inhabitants of that area. They came across with Lotus eaters and the latter offered 
them some lotuses which were in fact enchanted fruits. They immediately forgot their 
names and their need to return home. Odysseus worried about them and thus went to 
find them and when he did he took them and drove them away from the Lotus – 
eaters’ land (Hlliburton 2011, p.98 – 99).  
Later on, they travelled till the land of the Cyclops. Odysseus with twelve of his 
companions roamed around their territory and found an enormous cave. Inside that 
cave they found lots of cheese, milk, goats and sheep. They ate and drunk and waited 
for the occupier to arrive. When they saw him they realized their mistake since they 
came across with a Cyclops, a very tall man with one eye. His name was Poliphemos, 
son of Poseidon. Poliphemos closed the entrance with an enormous rock and then saw 
the strangers. Odysseus told him that they were just trying to find their way back to 
Ithaca. Immediately Poliphemos ate two of his companions. He did the same thing the 
next morning. Odysseus then realized that he had to be smart if he wanted to get 
through this task alive. He took a piece of wood and made one of its edge sharp. 
Poliphemos returned at night and after eating two more companions, he asked for 
τdysseus’Ν nameέΝ τdysseusΝ respondedΝ thatΝ hisΝ nameΝ wasΝ “σobody”Ν andΝ startedΝ toΝ
give lots of wine to the Cyclops who fell asleep being drunk. Odysseus took the piece 
of wood with his crew and stabbedΝitΝintoΝPoliphemos’ΝeyeΝandΝheΝstarted screaming 
thatΝ “σobodyΝ dazzledΝ him”έΝ TheΝ restΝ ofΝ theΝ ωyclopsΝ becameΝ veryΝ angryΝ atΝ himΝ
because they could not understand how nobody could have hurt him hence they left 
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without helping him. Poliphemos opened the door and tried to capture Odysseus and 
his crew who however tied themselves under the bellies of the biggest rams. 
Poliphemos was touching the rams as they went outside but was not able to 
understand where they were hidden. Odysseus managed to return to their ship and set 
sail. Before they went far Poliphemos asked from his father Poseidon to take 
vengeance on his behalf and make sure that Odysseus will not return to Ithaca 
(Halliburton 2011, p.112 – 115).  
Continuing his journey Odysseus reached the island of Aiolos, the god of the winds. 
Aiolos was kind with them and allowed them to stay with him for a long time. The 
moment they decided to live and continue their trip, Aiolos gave them a bag which 
contained all the winds except one that would lead their ship. They travelled for a few 
days and they almost reach Ithaca when the companions opened the bag believing that 
it contained gold and other precious items. All the released winds led the ship to the 
territory that belonged to the Laistrygones (Said 2001, p. 170). Laistrygones were tall 
like giants and the moment they saw the ships approaching they attacked them by 
throwing rocks at them. The remaining ship ended up in the island of Circe (Kakrides 
1955, p. 217 – 218). Odysseus sent some of his companions to identify the place they 
were on. They however came across with Circe who offered them a drink. The 
moment they drunk it they were transformed into pigs except one who managed to 
escape and returned back to warn Odysseus. Odysseus went to find Circe. He attacked 
her and forced her to transform his companions back to humans. Before they leave, 
Circe advised them to visit Teiresias in Hades and ask him how to find their way 
home (Halliburton 2011, p. 130 – 131). 
τdysseus’Ν shipΝ enteredΝ inΝώades’ΝworldΝafterΝ crossingΝτkeanosέΝThereΝheΝmadeΝhisΝ
offers to the dead and was able to chat with his mother, Antikleia, and Achilles. He 
soon however found Teiresias and asked him about his misfortune. Teiresias 
responded that it was Poseidon that did not allow him to return due to what he did to 
his son, Poliphemos. He also advised him not to harm the cattle of god Helios which 
would allow him to return back home (Said 2011, p. 174 – 177). After Hades, 
Odysseus ended up in the island of the Sirens. Sirens were creatures that were singing 
in the passers by and forced them to stay with them. Odysseus knew about them and 
protected his companions by putting into their ears wax and tied himself on the ship 
so that he could hear their song (Kakrides 1955, 230). Later on they met Scylla and 
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Charybdis. Scylla was a creature with six heads and managed to eat some of the 
companions while Charybdis destroyed the ships (Said 2011, p. 170 – 171).  
After many days they managed to find the island of Helios. Odysseus remembered 
Teiresias’ΝwordsΝaboutΝnotΝharmingΝhisΝcattleέΝ ItΝwasΝ impossibleΝhoweverΝ toΝcontrolΝ
his companions since they were very hungry. Their punishment for that was to travel 
with a terrible storm which resulted to their death. Only Odysseus survived who 
ended up in the island of Calypso (Said 2011, p. 178). Calypso took care of him but 
did not allow him to leave her place. Therefore the hero remained in her island for 
seven years. Athena felt sorry for him and persuaded Zeus to sent Hermes with a 
message for Calypso to set him free. Odysseus built a small boat and set sail 
(Kakrides 1955, p. 238 – 240). He was actually very close to Ithaca, but Poseidon was 
passing by there and created huge waves that sent him to the Phaeacians. The 
Phaeacians helped him and the moment they found out who he was, they gave him a 
ship in order to return to Ithaca which he did (Said 2011, p. 178 – 183). 
The moment Odysseus stepped on Ithaca, Athena came to him and warned him about 
the suitors who had practically taken in their possession his house and wished to 
marry his wife. She also suggested him that he should visit Eumaios, his loyal 
shepherd, who awaited his son Telemachos to return from his journey to Sparta 
seekingΝanswersΝaboutΝhisΝ father’sΝ fateέΝAthenaΝ transformed Odysseus into a beggar 
so that nobody could recognize him. When Telemachos arrived, Odysseus told him 
who he really was and the next day both of them arrived at the palace. Only Argos his 
loyal dog recognized him and moments later he died. Odysseus was invited as 
Telemachos’ΝguestΝand met first with Penelope who wanted to find out if the stranger 
had information about her husband and Eurykleia who recognized him from an old 
wound on his knee (Kakrides 1955, p. 267 – 268).  
The next morning the suitors started all over again to eat and drink exactly the way 
theyΝdidΝeveryΝdayέΝThatΝdayΝhoweverΝPenelopeΝtookΝτdysseus’ΝbowΝandΝtwelveΝaxesέΝ
She asked from the suitors to throw an arrow through the holes of the axes. He who 
succeeded would become her new husband. None of the suitors were able to do 
something like that. Odysseus made his attempt as well which was successful. The 
suitorsΝ soonΝ realizedΝwhoΝheΝ reallyΝwasΝ andΝτdysseusΝwithΝTelemachos’Ν assistanceΝ
killed all of them and Odysseus returned to his wife, Penelope (Said 2011, 208 – 220). 
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Teaching Methods  
The teaching methods and general principles of this chapter will be presented 
according to the curriculum andΝ teacher’sΝ bookΝ as provided by the Ministry of 
EducationΝthroughΝtheΝplatformΝofΝ“digitalΝschool”έ “TheΝadventuresΝofΝτdysseus”ΝisΝ
dividedΝ intoΝ sixΝ subchaptersΝ withΝ theΝ followingΝ titlesμΝ “InΝ theΝ landΝ ofΝ Kikones,Ν
δotophagousΝ andΝωyclops”,Ν “InΝ theΝ landΝ ofΝAiolos,Ν δaestrygonesΝ andΝ theΝ islandΝ ofΝ
ωirce”,Ν “InΝ theΝ landΝ ofΝ ώades,Ν Sirens,Ν ScyllaΝ andΝ ωharybdis”,Ν “InΝ theΝ islandsΝ ofΝ
ώelios,Ν ωalypsoΝ andΝ Phaeacians”,Ν “τdysseusΝ atΝ Ithaca”Ν andΝ “τdysseusΝ killingΝ theΝ
suitors”έ 
In the land of Kikones, Lotophagous and Cyclops 
The aims of the curriculum will be presented in this subchapter and it is assumed that 
theyΝ referΝ toΝ theΝ entireΝ chapterΝ underΝ theΝ titleΝ “TheΝ adventuresΝ ofΝ τdysseus”έΝ
According to the curriculum the students must become familiar with important scenes 
of Odysseus’Νadventures,ΝadmireΝhisΝbrightness,ΝcourageΝandΝinventivenessΝandΝrealizeΝ
how much Odysseus loved his country, Ithaca, and his need to return there 
(curriculum, p. 190). Furthermore they must be able to make comparisons with 
modern tradition, understandΝ theΝ hero’sΝ needΝ toΝ obtainΝ knowledge,ΝmeetΝwithΝ otherΝ
creatures of mythology such as the Cyclops and realize the power of the mind 
(teacher’sΝ book,Ν pέΝ θζ)έΝ InΝ relationΝ toΝ theΝ teachingΝ methods,Ν itΝ isΝ suggestedΝ toΝ theΝ
teacherΝ toΝ“build”ΝonΝ theΝpreviousΝknowledge of the students. He could also trigger 
their minds through the pictures of the book and assist them deepen their knowledge 
throughΝtheΝquestionsΝwhichΝareΝwrittenΝatΝtheΝendΝofΝtheΝchapterΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝ
65). 
In the land of Aiolos, Laestrygones and the island of Circe 
InΝ thisΝ chapterΝ studentsΝmustΝ understandΝ theΝ reasonsΝ forΝ theΝ behaviorΝ ofΝτdysseus’Ν
crew, the relationship between Odysseus and his crew and how he deals with powers 
more powerful than the human ones. The teacher is advised to raise the questions of 
the book since they provide the opportunity to deeply understand the consequences of 
someone’sΝactionsΝ(teacher’sΝbook,Νpέθθ)έ 
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In the land of Hades, Sirens, Scylla and Charybdis 
In this chapter students will become familiar with the significance of the oracle and its 
roleΝtoΝpeople’sΝlivesΝandΝelementsΝofΝancientΝculturesέΝAgainΝthroughΝtheΝquestionsΝofΝ
the book there can be a connection with the previous knowledge and focus on the 
burial customs. At this point there can be a comparison with the modern times as well 
inΝorderΝforΝ theΝstudentsΝtoΝrealizeΝhowΝthingsΝhaveΝchangedΝthroughΝtimeΝ(teacher’sΝ
book, p. 66). 
In the islands of Helios, Calypso and Phaeacians 
The aim of this lesson is to understand the disrespected behavior of Odysseus’Νcrew,Ν
the human characteristics which were attributed to the gods, the elements of the 
ancientΝ civilizationΝ andΝ evaluateΝ ωalypso’sΝ behaviorΝ andΝτdysseus’Ν choiceΝ toΝ denyΝ
immortality and return home. Once again it is suggested that the teacher should follow 
the questions written at the end of the chapter in order to ensure that the students had 
fullyΝunderstoodΝtheΝmythsΝwhichΝareΝprovidedΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝθι)έ 
Odysseus at Ithaca 
Here the students should realize the scene of recognizing somebody which is very 
popular in ancient texts, the deep relationship between human and animal, the 
disrespected behavior on behalf of the suitors, the hospitality theme (another popular 
theme) and finally the feelings and behaviors of the heroes. The teacher is suggested 
to proceed with the questions of the book mostly in order for the students to 
understand the deeper reasons behind the behaviors which are described in the text 
(teacher’sΝbook,Νpέθκ)έ 
Odysseus killing the suitors 
On this final chapter what is important is to understand the transformation of the 
contestΝintoΝaΝpreparationΝforΝtheΝfollowingΝmurders,ΝPenelope’sΝbehaviorΝandΝrealizeΝ
another scene of recognition. Finally, through the questions of the book the students 
will be able to realize the continuity of the events and how they are all connected with 
eachΝotherΝ(teacher’sΝbook,ΝpέΝθκΝ– 69). 
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Iconographic evidence  
In this chapter the iconographic evidence of the book will be presented exactly the 
wayΝtheyΝareΝexhibitedέΝ“TheΝadventuresΝofΝτdysseus”ΝisΝdivided into six subchapters 
withΝtheΝfollowingΝtitlesμΝ“InΝtheΝlandΝofΝKikones,ΝδotophagousΝandΝωyclops”,Ν“InΝtheΝ
landΝofΝAiolos,ΝδaestrygonesΝandΝtheΝislandΝofΝωirce”,Ν“InΝtheΝlandΝofΝώades,ΝSirens,Ν
ScyllaΝandΝωharybdis”,Ν“InΝtheΝislandsΝofΝώelios,ΝωalypsoΝandΝPhaeacians”,Ν“τdysseusΝ
atΝIthaca”ΝandΝ“τdysseusΝkillingΝtheΝsuitors”έ 
In the land of Kikones, Lotophagous and Cyclops 
This chapter includes four pictures (including the one of the introductory text). The 
first one depicts Odysseus watching at the sea (student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝκ1)έΝεovingΝonΝtoΝ
the next page we can see depictions of soldiers on a boat. This picture has no subtitle 
orΝfurtherΝinformationέΝτnΝpageΝκγΝofΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookΝthereΝisΝaΝblackΝfigureΝvesselΝ
depicting Odysseus and his crew blinding Poliphimos. Finally on page 84 of the 
student’sΝ bookΝ thereΝ isΝ aΝ blackΝ figureΝ vesselΝ depictingΝ τdysseusΝ escapingΝ fromΝ
Poliphimos’ΝcaveΝunderΝaΝgoat’sΝbellyέ 
In the land of Aiolos, Laestrygones and the island of Circe 
The first picture of this chapter shows Laestrygones attacking the Achaean ships on a 
paintingΝwallΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝκη)έΝTheΝchapterΝendsΝwithΝtwoΝmoreΝpicturesΝonΝtheΝ
next page. The former is a red figure vessel with Odysseus attacking Circe, which also 
includes a short descriptive text explaining that the crew is transformed into animals, 
while the latter one is a black figure vessel depicting Circe.  
In the land of Hades, Sirens, Scylla and Charybdis 
The first picture of this chapter has no description at all. It is a red figure vessel and 
most likely it depictsΝτdysseusΝwithΝAthenaΝ (student’sΝ book,Ν pέΝ κι)έΝ TheΝ nextΝ oneΝ
represents Sisyphos on a black figure vessel while the final one is a red figure vessel 
with a scene of Odysseus in the land of Sirens as it is shown below (student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝ
88). 
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In the islands of Helios, Calypso and Phaeacians 
The chapter begins with a picture of a boat on a black figure vessel with no 
descriptionΝatΝallΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝκλ)έ Later on, there is another picture of a modern 
time painting showing Odysseus in the island of ωalypsoΝ (student’sΝ book,Ν pέΝ λί)έΝ
Moving on we find Odysseus, Athena and Nausika on a red figure vessel and another 
red figure vessel with no description but most likely it represents Phaeacians honoring 
Odysseus with songs and dances according to the text thatΝaccompaniesΝitΝ(student’sΝ
book, p. 91). 
Odysseus at Ithaca 
This chapter has only one picture. It represents Eurukleia washing Odysseus feet and 
recognizing him from his wounds on a red figure vessel as it is shown below 
(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝλγ)έ 
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Odysseus killing the suitors 
This chapter has two pictures. The first one is divided into two smaller and depicts the 
sceneΝwhereΝτdysseusΝ throwsΝbowsΝonΝ theΝ suitorsΝ onΝ aΝ redΝ figureΝ vesselΝ (student’sΝ
book, p. 94). Finally, there is another red figure vessel depicting Penelope and 
TelemachosΝ(student’sΝbook,ΝpέΝλη)έ 
 
This final chapter also includes no information about the dating and origin of the 
picturesΝ despiteΝ theΝ generalΝ termsΝ ofΝ “ancient”,Ν “modern”Ν andΝ “ύreek”έΝ ThereΝ areΝ
again some cases where the picture is accompanied with a short descriptive text which 
however only explains who is depicted with no further information about the myth. 
Ways of Improving 
As it was mentioned in previous chapters it is quite important to use maps during a 
history lesson. Once again however in an entire chapter there is not even one map to 
help the students locate the places where the events took place. Furthermore this 
chapter includes the adventures of Odysseus and thus provides us with lots of 
information.  
AtΝfirstΝtheΝteacherΝshouldΝtriggerΝhisΝstudents’ΝmindΝprobably by showing a picture or 
even present a short video in order to introduce them to the topic. Later on he could 
move on with the narration of the myth using the archaeological data of the book. To 
be more specific he can ask the students to observe every single picture of the book 
one by one and try to create the stories by themselves. This is another way to keep 
them active in the teaching process since they will be the ones to narrate the myths 
aroundΝτdysseus’Ν adventuresέΝAfter that they can create their own historical line of 
events in order to become much more familiar with the topic. 
Moreover, since this is the last chapter that deals with mythology the teacher could 
assist the students create their own game concerning the myths in order to make a 
revision. This game will include questions from all the mythological chapters. 
These suggestions give the students the opportunity to become active and not remain 
passive observers of the lesson. Furthermore the students will enhance their visual 
literacyΝ onceΝ againΝ sinceΝ theyΝ willΝ tryΝ toΝ narrateΝ τdysseus’Ν adventuresΝ simplyΝ byΝ
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looking at pictures. Finally they will develop their critical analysis and artistic skills 
through the creation of the game because they will have to decide which questions to 
include and how the game will be presented. 
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Conclusions 
Reaching at the end of this paper we need to make some conclusions as well. First of 
all it is important to understand that mythology is part of the history because it 
represents the attempt of mankind to interpret the world around them and all the 
elements of the nature. During this attempt they created myths some of which are 
related to actual historical events such as the Trojan War. Behind the myths there are 
hidden messages that must be identified such as the one behind the Golden Fleece 
which probably involved reasons for civilization movement. It is of great significance 
that children will understand all these issues before they proceed to the analysis of 
each myth in order not to be any confusion with the validity between the mythology 
and historical events. 
InΝrelationΝtoΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookΝwhichΝwasΝtheΝmainΝmaterialΝofΝthisΝpaper,ΝitΝseemsΝ
that it includes enough information concerning the events of the most of the myths. 
For instance many adventures of the Argonauts are omitted while the adventures of 
Odysseus and Heracles are given in great detail. Therefore it seems that there is a 
balance between them. What is vital to point out is the fact that there is not even one 
dating either of the stories or of the archaeological data which are provided through 
the images. This seems to be quite reasonable however since this book is the first 
history book that children of Greek primary education ever meet. Furthermore 
children of that age still face a difficulty to understand how exactly the dating system 
works. 
Another important issue that was examined is what the curriculum suggests in relation 
to the teaching methods. It seems that it advises teachers to follow the same strategy 
for almost every chapter of mythology. It actually suggests that teachers should 
narrate the myths and simply raise the questions that are written at the end of each 
subchapter. No alternative is given. This however does not create an interesting lesson 
for the students since through that method they become passive observers of the 
teaching process. On the other hand there are indeed some methods a teacher can use 
in order to activate his students and make them take part of the process such as jigsaw 
and brainstorming. By using these methods and some useful activities it is possible to 
widenΝ theΝ varietyΝ ofΝ theΝ aimsΝ asΝwellέΝ όorΝ instanceΝ inΝ theΝ curriculumΝandΝ teacher’sΝ
book many of the aims are repeated in many chapters and focus mostly on the 
knowledge of the events and terms. School however should provide the students the 
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opportunity to cultivate other skills as well. Those skills could be artistic, social, 
research or even critical. It must also be taken into account the fact that not all 
students are able to learn with the same way. There are moments in the teaching 
process that narration is needed while in some others the teacher must visualize the 
material and create an experiential learning process. By inviting all these processes 
and taking into account all the factors it is possible that teachers will be able to assist 
all of his students to become familiar with the material. 
AnotherΝ issueΝ toΝ pointΝ outΝ isΝ thatΝ theΝ student’sΝ bookΝ doesΝ notΝ include many 
opportunities to link History to Geography. These two sciences are strongly connected 
because it is vital to create the framework of an event both in space and time. History 
could also be connected with other sciences as well such as Language as it was 
proved from the activities which were suggested on previous chapters. 
ArchaeologicalΝ dataΝ inΝ theΝ student’sΝ bookΝ seemΝ toΝ beΝ manyΝ andΝ ofΝ differentΝ kindέΝ
These include both red figure and black figure vessels and sculptures. No dating of 
them is provided however but something like that would probably frustrate the 
students who never studied history before. Therefore the general terms that are used 
suchΝasΝ“modern”ΝandΝ“ancient”ΝseemΝtoΝbeΝsufficientΝforΝtheΝtimeΝbeingέΝSomethingΝ
that would probably be helpful would be to include the place where the specific item 
was found in order to create an even closer link to geography. 
ToΝsumΝup,ΝtheΝstudent’sΝbookΝdefinitelyΝseemsΝtoΝbeΝveryΝorganizedΝinΝrelationΝtoΝtheΝ
material that is included. There are on the other hand some further advice which could 
be given to the teachers in order to assist their student to develop both their 
knowledge and other skills such as artistic ones. 
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